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?ARLIA:,~EN~ 8LD~S 
GO V'T PENALTIES WILL CONTINUE 
Wasteful consumers will cause oil shortage 
I 
• By HOWIE COLLINS comes to a head in the mid-1980s." and electricity in Quebec and the• impose controls on oil imports, perhapsthe Maritime provinces, corporate taxes for off compani~ 
OTTAWA (CP)- Energy Minister He will be the chairman of a Atlantic provinces, now dependent rationing its use. Greater use of domestic gas in building oil. sands plants, s tmm 
Alastalr Gillespie says he has to meeting in Paris early next month on import~l off for most of their "The government hasn't taken Quebec could cut $750 million an- being negotiated and may. be an- 
convince Canadians that shortages of the International Energy Agency, supplies, any decision to impose controls, but nualiy from a balance of payments nonnced in about one month. 
it is an option," he,said, deficit expected to rise steadily with of oil may occur as early as 1985. an orgapLzption of 1~ Western In- Gillespie hopes the new ~ ~f  
He said in an intervlew that oniy if dustrialcountries. Tht meeting will If voluntary measures to cut Other measures include the ex- the world pr/ce .f~ off• encourage the industry to dus 
consumers are convinced they face discuss reports issued during the consumption and increase domestic tension of the interprovincial Oniy two years ngo the ofl industrY itsplausforoileandspinnls. Infaet, 
serious energy problems will they be last year forecasting that sometime supply fail, Giliespie says. he will natural gas line that now reaches said it feared natural gas shortages Shell already has shown new in- 
willing to accept federal measures in the 1980s the rich off fields of the 'urge the federal government o Montreal into the rest of Quebec and could occur by the late 1970s. But terest in such a project. 
to cut down demand and increase Middle East,will no longer will be r '  ' ' - "  - - now, after the price has more than 
supply, able to meet rising world oil tripled, they say a surplus of gas is Giliespie also hopes to get a better 
demand, developing in Alberta ann more rating this year for the country's 
.The governmont intends to con- ,  the' erald markets are needed, conarevatinn efforts from the IEA, tinue with such po~itiealiy unpopular "I see this m more than a con- which last year blasted the govern- 
moves as higher prices for con- farence to endorse principles," the The government also hopes to ment for a weak commitment. 
sumers and tax cuts for the. minister says• "It will focus world encourage greater production of Since. then, the minister says, 
multinational oil companies as part attention on the seriousness of the thick, heavy oil deposits in Alberta domestic oil prices have increased 
of its energy policy, situation." and Saskatchewan d the oil sands and the government has embarked 
Gillespie said that the Western Meanwhile, the Canadian Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewartand the Nass _ of northeastern Alberta. on a home-insulation program that 
industrial countries "are confronted government is moving to increase :/VOLUME 71 NO. 9S Price: 20 cents FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, IW7 A new deal with Alberta, lowering he says is unique among the IEA 
both provincial royalties and federal "members. with a serious supply situation that supplies of domestic oil, natural gas • . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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WACBennett: Centre gets 
NDP delays go ahead 
BCR ruined Herald Staff Writer Construction on the long-awaited health and human resources centre for Terrace will begin early next year 
VANCOUVER (CP)- . Bennett said if the Dease despite fears that the facility would suffer ~further delays 
Former premier W.A.C. line had been finished, and tlte end produet would be a scaled own v~rsion. 
Bennett Wednesday blamed Canada would have had a An official of the ministry began discussions on the 
the uncertain future of the stronger hand in .recent of health in Victoria con- project. 
British Columbia Railway northern pipeline'talks with firmed in a telephone in- Alter a long wait, Premier 
on the . former New the United States and B.C. terview with The Herald Bill Bennett announced 
Democratic Party govern- would have recieved irect that full construction would approval of the health 
ment's decision to upgrade benefit by the railway commence in March with: facility as one of five in the 
construction standards, carrying materials to the final completion date of province wfiich would share 
A 16page statement from Alaska and the Yukon. the $3.1 million facility $14 million to construct the 
Bennett was read into the "Itwasupparonta decade ncheduled for June, 1979. services centres. 
recerd the royal com- ago that the north would The imilding, which will Land for the facility, 
mission investigating the become a dramatic arena of have 44,000 square feet of which will be located on two 
railway .as it resumed economicaetivity,!'hesald, floor space, will house all acres on the corner 'of 
sessions in Vaneouver. "The only possible B.C. health unit personel in the Kalum and Olsen streets 
Bennett said the vision of invoivemontin this modern- area including the main near downtown Terrace, has 
a railway to open up the day goldrush was through admin is t ra t ive  s ta f f  already been purchased by 
northbashecomeclonded, if the railway." currently located in Prince the provincial government 
not lost ,  because of Bennett said.: when the Rupert, aswel l  as mental along with two houses on the 
misdirected polities, per_- NDP came in the project health, regional and district property now being rented 
sonal, greed, and collapsed because of in- offices of the department of out. 
questionable railway ad- flation, uobudgeted costa, human resources and Architectural plans are 
ministration, deliberate change of con- district probation offices, completed and site 
Bennett said the B.C. Raft struetion principles and the Active discussions are preparation will begin 
northern extensions were to NDP's firing o f  Joe cur rent ly  underway within the next few months, 
be part of a pioneer railway, "Broa.dbent. BCR'.s v!ce- regarding the inclusion ~ readying the land for a full 
and his government decided prm~ent, an .  aura.only..: native health unit ~rsounel building season beginning 
to ~h it  ..fllrough .fast. to .on...t!!e ~ ~ l o n  o I i i i l~ -ee i i t~?  " as early in the spring ,s  
be~t inflation- ~.di:.:!.ne~n'~w0n.tier~rau~-~,, ' :  The :health . official we~/ther will allow. 
tipgi~ade- i t ~[s bi/si~ess '~h6 l~sbf'Uds man was described the facility as "a Inside work will continue 
warranted, anexample ofprejudice and one stop. shopl)ing, centre" throughout the winter of 
He said if his policies had incompetence by the new for social service and 1978-79 and the building is 
been adhered to, there government," be said• . medical people in.Terrace expected to be ready for 
would now he an operating Bennett urged the present and the regional district, staffing by June, 1979. 
railway from Vancouver to Social Credit government, Construction ha~! been Status of the health and 
the Yukon. He accused the led by his son Bill, to reopen slated for this month, but 
NDP of upgrading con- .work on the extension from because of some '~nusoal human resources centre 
struction standards and Fort. St. James and to write delays" due to the was questioned recently when Aid. Vic Joiliffe raised 
delaying as costs soared, off thelossesincurredbythe changeover from public 
The former premier railway since 1972. works tothe B.C. Buildings the point at a council 
rejected as "scandalous" He also attacked BCR Corporation as the body meeting this week. 
allegations of fraud in the management, which he responsible for the un- At that time council 
letting of contracts for the said, "has  clearly lost dertaking, work will not members were confused as 
Dense Lake extension. He control of the entire , begin until March. to when construction would 
said the contractors were situation." O~,  th  Plans for the centre date actually begin and rnmours 
the victims of inflation, not "Nothing illustrates this e ru~ hack several years when tha were traded that a scaled 
deception, and he ap.pealed more than the reported loss Some of the 30-odd members of the. Terrace Reds Gord.Cechrane says. his team hopes to make up in region and the previous down version only $1 million 
to the royal commismO~,e~ figure of more than $125,000 provincial government would be constructed. let the extension proc . ~ontinued page 2 hockey.team round a corner in lower Little Park while stamina what it lacks in experience and weight. 
, on their .three.mile run yesterday evening.- Coach 
Trading eggs not Bennet t  on tour- But we're fat 
zn one basket " Canada a model for European federation and lazy 
BRUSSELS (CP) The confidence inthe stability of BRUSSELS (CP) -- The provinces in the division of The mission held. closed Democratic Party govern- BRUSSELS (CP) _ currently coming out of B.C. 
-- European Economic powers between the federal meetings .Thursday .with merit in .regards to in- Canadians have become ,a coming out as refined paper, 
British Columbia govern- secure markets and nct a me~t makes sure that the totaldependence o  a single Community (EEC) is and provincial govern- EEC.officials, including a vestment in B.C. then they little fat and lazy," Bridsh and will work towards that 
• locking to Canada as a merits." me~tingwithEECpresident were to the possibility of .Columbia Economic end." 
province's trading eggs are area," They sse that with further Roy Jenkins of England. Quebec seceding. 'y Development Minister Don He also noted that B.C. 
not in one basket. Bennett, who is in Europe possible model .for a new ' refinements, a similar Bennett said his strong Bennett said the Phillips naid here Thursday. has room for "two or three 
Premier.Bill Bennett old on an 18-day .economic type of federation, British reporters Thursday that mission, made his remarks Columbia. Premier Bill constitution could apply to appeal .for Canadian unity, European leaders, who are "We have to sell our raw more pulp mills." 
B.C. needs ':to secure long- following .a meeting with Bennett said Thursday. their situation, Bennett said. made in London, was not working to expand the materials on the world "We certainly have an 
term markets, not just EECpresidontRoyJeskinn The premier said business The premier is in Brussels made to promote investor economic association to market if we  want to abundant supply of fibre. 
shert-termmarkete, andwe of Britain.as well as other end political eaders "have on the second phase of a confidence in B,C, include political and social compete," Phillips told We're nne of the areas in the 
suggested that the Canadian f i ve -count ry  .18-day "We found that the Britlsh association, find it "quite repor ters  fol lowing world that is not over-ctu." 
must.ensure that our trade F.~C officials. U n i o n  is div rgentamong sub- Bennett noted that his.is federation is unique in the economic mission through businessmen were more surprising that when the meetings with officials of 
stanflal blocs,, such as the the first provincial mission opportunities that it allows Europe. concernedof the formerWith theB.C.actionSNew reSttogetherOf t worldin associations.iS coming Community.the E ropean Economic 
U.S., the Pacific Rim and to meetwith EEC officials --.Jurisdiction disputes He is curront]y on an 18- in-ui  
the European Economic sinee theCommunitysigaed day economic mission to 
a .contractual link with U.S ports Canada's Europe headed by B.C. ected  ,o ,or o . .  are concern... 
Storage   o.o o • rej  operation. SEATTLE (AP)-Canada on oi l  transportation Bottiger said the state the risk must be taken in the Canadian businessmen 
. Bennett. said, he had sponsored by the University legislature felt that the Straitof Juande Fnca under "have " not been as ' 
' "wide-ranging dise~ssiom" is minding its own business h a l t e d  ~th  .jenkins and .~tienne when it expresses concerns of Washington Institute for primary wayto reduce risk either scenario, it makes aggressive as have beon, for VICTORIA (cP) -  Labor 
• D Avignon, head of the EEC over Cherry Point or Port Environmental Studies. was to locate the oil port at little senseto add to the risk 'instance, the Australians... Minister Mlan Williams 
' bv allowing tanker traffic "We have gotton a little rejected a request ThursdaD" 
CH~.T~IWACK, B.C. (CP) international market and Angeles oil port sites in .State Senator Ted Bot- or west of.Port Angeles." 
--  RCMP .fialted Thursday industrial affairs division. Washington State, the legal tiger, the other keynote Ray has said she favors the beyond P-ort Ange/es," fat and lazy in Canada for an industrial inquiry 
counsel to Canada's West speaker, said 50 percent of' Cherry Point site. "' because we have great temmisalonerinto a dispute 
the steckpiling of 4,000 tons The premier said the brother, the United States between British Columbia .of sulphur on Fraser Valley discussions concerned "how Coast Oil Ports Inquiry said salmon entering the Juan de "It seems to me that since Bettiger said. 
farmland, we would identify specific Wednesday• Fuea Strait are bound for ncxtdoor, whichis willing to Hydro and the International 
Russell Anthony was the FraserRiverinBrit ish ~o;O Trident buy selecteditems." Brotherhood of Electrical 
The action came after a trading goals so that the responding to remarks by Columbia nd is a resource .80  The minieter said the B.C. Workers. 
protest by an environmental member states could take. • economic mission is not in Williams told reporters 
group and after NDP. en- advantage of investment in Washington Governor Dixy controlled by an in- 
VirenmentcriticBchSkelly, B.C. to supply technology in Lee Ray who advised ternational commission (Albe i),. raised the issue the developme t of our Canad  to "mind your own b cause of its great ira- VICTORIA (CP) -- An part of a technology that Europe searching for short that both parties hould try 
in the legislature, country and to guarantee b~siness and we'll mind portance to beth nations. American law professor has endangers civilization a# term solutions to the to resolve their dispute with 
ours" in discussions over oil Anthony said if Canada is dismissed Washington well as all future life on the prov ince 's  economic the help of a mediator. . r blems, Doug Cronk, business 
. . . . . . .  to We are interested ngentforLoca1258oflBEW, Skelly said the sulphur markets for our products." transportation. .being asked to "share the Governor Dlxy Lee Ray's planet. ,, in  
was being illegally stored He added.that his meeting "We're only an oil spill risk" of an oil spill, it is support of the. Trident .in an mtervtew pn~. ~, , ,  . . . . .  u,~,-,, I,,, ,~,a s ,,,,~-,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,, ,,,;,,,,,,, had sent a telegram to 
and. threatened to con- with Jenkins was sue- ,,o,,,,,, ,o~,o .uaaestion ,uu..~ ~,,., ,-~ ,,.,,. Williams asking for the taminat  adjoining creeks eeasful. • away from either Port entitled to ask what the nuclear submarine base, thespeech, Falke terme~ a _.,~,_. , . . ,  ,,,  , o 
.andJand. Bennett said the B.C. AnthonyAngeles said.Dr Cherry,,This Point,is ot baSiCprojectneedsare, fOrwhatSUchalter.a and said the Trident miss i lesys tem s buld b  resisted, mat,,,,"°':'~,.t:anaman, .,.,'"~-"-"~P onts  puutreaties of'if 'l tromgovernment" el ctio "d°esn'tto election.W°rkwe appointmnetmissioner, of a corn- 
, t are trying to bring strike b', The sulphur was being Economic mission led by  only .healthy, it is ira-, natives are being con- Richard Falke, of Prin- , .... u~ u~,~,,,~ in .- 
,salvaged from the site of the him a lso  i s  "talking perative." . sidered, how traffic will be c eton~ University, said they didn t like the ~Yiden I CrOnk said a _,,_,-- , . . ,  ...m ~' t  qve Hydro employees was • " "  " - I  ~ . . . . . . . .  n o t  a i ~I I~UI~ M~I~,  WILa  ~ *  • , 
'Aug. 30 Canadian National finances" for .B.C. Hydro imminent because Hydro Railways train wreck near which hesaldneeda between Anthony was one of two controlled and how Canada Wednesday in a speech at ~ase. tie sam nay wtm I m ,c ,,,a o0 ,,ears" ~,,^.. , , - , , , ,~, . . . . . . . . . . . .  refuses to hargainin current Hope, B.C., 144 kilometres about $600 million and $700 keynote speakers at the will have access to liability the University of Victoria spokesman for U~S. defence ! "h~.7~--" ~,~. ,,~ . . . . . . .  ~., 
:east of Vancouver. million a year. o~)ening ofa two-day session claims for oil spill damage, that the Trident system was p,,,,,~. I like to see some of the pulp contract negoUaflous. 
! l 
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More power to lift 
drivers licences 
Code of Canada. suspected reading of bet- 
"More lieences will ,be ween .0S and .06 would bring 
lifted, of course," Davis told the 24-hour suspension, 
reporters, "and the officer while a confirmed level of 
willbe a little more inclined .08 and more would lead to 
to life a llcence because he charges under the criminal 
~lmows he's only exposing code. 
you to a 24-hour suspension When asked why the .05 
of the license, level was chosen, the 
minister said there's a lot of 
research done on this," and 
pointed out that several 
European countries now 
have the level set at .01. 
No record will be kept of 
24-hour suspension, he said. 
Enforcement of the new 
standard is expected to 
work in conjunction with the 
recently launched program 
of mobile breath analysis 
testing units. 
GRANT APPL ICAT ION ' 
Seniors look for 
drop-in site 
"Whereas, under the 
present circumstances, 
expecially if you challenge 
him, you could be in for a 
three-month suspension and 
a fine, and the second time 
around, six months and a 
much bigger fine and so 
on." 
Davis said that drivers 
.will be facing two stan- 
dards: a confirmed or 
VICTORIA (CP) 
Transport Minister Jack 
.Davis says legislation he 
~mtreduced in the British 
Columbia legislature 
Thursday will give police 
~eater power to suspend 
llcencea o f  dr iven they 
.Suspect are intoxicated. 
The Motor.Vehic le 
Amendment Act would 
allow police to hand out 24- 
hour. roadside suspensions 
to drivers they suspect have 
a blood alcohol reading of 
.~ or more -- a drop of .0~ 
from the current standard. 
! Davis said a confirmed .08 
i~evel would remain the level 
at  which charges could he 
laid under the Criminal 
Herald staff for construction funds and Any facility the senior 
New Horizons Golden approached Terrace council citizens could use would 
b.gem Clubis tryingto find a for help in finding a site., have to be street .level 
te where a drop-in centre because of the difficulty 
r. senior citizens could be The pensioners would like many of them ,have with.. 
bui l t  a "fairly central" site, and steps. 
i Secretary of the.club Mrs. have suggested a corner 
V.E. Hampton said there.is portion of Lower Little Park 
~ 'ent ly  no such facility for the building. 
available in town where not 
only old age pensioners but The club did receive a 
~ll senior citizens can meet. grant from the national New 
: "There's no place for Horizons groups earlier this 
~lder people to go," she year for rentand equipment 
for a drop-in centre, but The New Horizons Cluhis 
~aid. Mrs. Hampton stated the currently waiting for replies 
The club members members could not find a from both the federal 
recently made application suitable building in town 
to the federal government which the group could af- 
for a Canada Works grant, ford. 
IBREAKER.BREAKER 
The Old Age Pensioners 
meet in the arena banquet 
room, but this would not be 
adequate for a drop-in 
centre for all senior citizens, 
Mrs. Hampton stated. 
~i Hi again ever,body,sorry aboutmlssing 
!~: out on Iast week's column but believe it or 
~not, this ratchet jaw was at a loss for 
~:.something to say. 
i'~ There doesn't serum to be much hap- 
~ pening to our fellow C.B.'ers or they're just keeping mum about it. 
~i One good thing is the happening of .[he 
cimming Tomahawk Tribe dance that s 
~i set for the Nov. 12 week-end. The flyers 
i~'are aH out now and the members are 
!::going in circles getting things ready so 
~i this promises to be a good one. We hope to 
~.:have a great urn-out and men, get your 
~i entry froms in the for the beauty queen 
~ (? ??) contest., then don your best apparel 
~!and show a little leg and we'll see who 
~: in jtseld promises •to be slot of fun. 
i~i Tickets for the dance are available from 
~! the members of the T.T. club as are the 
~iraffle tickets on a recliner chair. Con't fet 
~ if you haven't gooten yours yet as one of 
:~:;us will get to you eventually. 
i.~! .CRAZY LEGS, please note...those 
tickets you bought will not get you in to the 
dance. Come and see e me again we'll see 
:ithat you get the right ones, 10-4. 
!~!. A welcome back to twon goes to a for- 
:=: 
Ski patrol 
needs more 
Nearly 15 new ski patrollers will be needed this 
season to keep up with expansions at Kitsumkalum ski 
hill, says Rob Bent of the Canadian Ski Patrol. 
Last year's crew numbered 20, but 10 to 15 new 
patrollers will be needed to bring the staff up to 28~he 
said, because many members from last year wen'f be 
on the slopes this season. 
Bent says he's lOoking for intermediate-level skiers 
who will be free to patrol about wo weekends a month 
in exchange for..a season's fret skiing and ticket 
reductions for their families. 
Patrollers must past a first aid course which starts 
at Thronhill Jmdor Secondary School Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. 
and runs two nights a week. 
In addition, new patrollers will be trained in 
toboggan-handling techniques and their skiing ability 
will be ~judged to standards et by the national 
asseciation. 
These interested should contact Rob at 638-1070, 
Keith Arnold-Smith at 635-4082 or attend the initial 
first aid class. 
Local 
essay  
winners 
HERALD STAFF 
Three area students lhave 
been honored for their en- 
tries in the Beautiful B.C. 
essay contest. 
Judy Mills, at Skeena 
Junir Secondary School was 
named one of seven runner- 
ups for her essay on the 
Terrace Mountains. , She 
won a one-year subscirprion 
to Beautiful B.C. for herself 
and her school. Winners of 
the contest were Maureea 
Dobbin, of Vancouver and 
GAry Hasler of Kamloops. 
L loydmlnster ,  AlCa., 
hospital and says she will gc 
travelling "to get rid of the 
cobwebs." 
• .Mrs. Silder, bern on the 
imrirles, came to Terrace i~ 
1945 with her husband who 
owned Terrace Taxi. She 
left here in the early 1960~ 
after fer husband ied aboul 
12 years ago- to becom~ 
matron of Liloyd minstez 
hospital where she worke~ 
10 years. 
government and local Their articles will appear in 
council to find out thefuture ' issues of the magazine. 
of the proposed project. •Also. given free sub- 
scriptions were Brian 
, Men, get ready 
for the beauty contest 
in for a short visit from Gralic City. Good 
to see.you again, spook, and take care on 
the 'trip home.. 
• Had.a landiine from little mama and 
little jigger who are living it up in Vane. 
for their holiday andthey pass the good 
numbers to all you people out there. 
Seems they got the rain there and they 
hear how nice it's been here.., can't 
understand that as every-one knows we 
live in the good country. 
Just got word that one of out tuflmy 
truckers HO-CHI-MEN has gotten hinself 
a good pair of ears so he is turning 
professianal rubber necker, better you 
should talk, guy, then listen. 
Well, now that the kiddies are all hack 
in school and every-thing hack to normal 
we can expect better turn outs for our 
Sunday afternoon coffee breaks down- 
stairs at the Sandman I n. Let's try and 
make this one a good one. 
O.K. time to go 10-7 once ~gain so all of 
you outthere, have your selves a good day, 
take careand keep smilin'. Catch you on 
~he return. 
Dice 
:'/ leagu . Catho l i c  women's  e 
Marleau and Kathy Webb, 
both at Skeena Junior 
Secondary. 
More than 700 students in 
B.C. submitted essays in the 
competition. 
LUCHEON 
Knox United Church will 
be holding a special lun- 
cheon to welcome the new 
minister Rev. David Martin'/ 
on Sunday September 18. 
The luncheon will be held 
at 12 noon following the 11 
a.m. service. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Mike and Linda would like 
to announce the arrival of 
theri baby girl Carissa 
Rose, born at Mills 
Memor ia l  Hosl~ital 
Tuesday, at 7:34 a.m. 
weighting five pounds. 
All three are doing well. 
Broader activities seen 
now occupying cribs in a hospital with the 
CWL supports. 
Convener eports were read• Sisiter 
Mary will lead CWL members in the 
course on evangeliztion i  the modern 
world. This will start at the October 
meeting. 
Other activities planed are a leadership 
course which some of the members will 
attend and an overnight retreat which 
was tentativley arranged for Novemeber 
4 and 5. 
The women agreed to cater to the 
Highland Pipes and Drums annual Robbie 
Burns supper in January, 
The meeting was adjourned and coffe 
and cookies were served. 
i~ .Members of the Catholic Women's 
League held their regular monthly 
"~ meeting Wednesday evening. 
~:~ Mrs. LeRess charled the meeting with 
~_=! 18 women and Father Andrew Alision 
pr'esent. 
Father Al]Sion gave a talk on how the 
:: members hould broaden the base on 
:~! which they operate and try to start 
:~ programs which could involve and in- .: 
~i terest all the women of the parish. He 
".~ spoke on the upcoming marriage an- 
:: counter slated for the September 30 
!~i weekend a t  the Hotoprings. 
A letter was read from Father Roland 
ii Roberts, a priest inthe West Indies, in- 
,.. forming the women of the two children 
New Business's 
| 
re 
Ped 
e! 
ur busi[~ese phone 
listed for your oustome~s 
Not listed in our 
B.0. Tel Directory. 
K & J Automotives-638.8484 
Village Meats-638-1765 
Free. for ON E month courtesy of the DAmLY H E RALD 
Please Call 636-6367 
Union studies Bennett" 
new offer . om page t 
per day at the moment a 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  contemptible monument to 
Negotiators for 37,000 incompetence," he said. 
members of the British 
Columbia, Government 
Employees Union were 
meeting Thursday night to 
study anew wage offer from 
the provincial government. 
The offer came as 
representatiges of the 
Government Employees 
Relations Bureau and the 
union resumed meetings in 
an effort o avert Saturday's 
threatened strike by 2,500 
government liquor store 
workers. 
Mike Davidson, chief 
government egotiator, said 
Bouncing 
eggs 
reclaimed 
ATLANTA (AP) --When 
Johnnie Ann Robertson 
dropped three eggs from s 
carton, they bounced. 
"They're shaped just like 
those plastic F.,aster eggs, 
but they're no good in 
omelets," Mrs. Roherisnn 
said. 
Mrs. Robertson checked 
with Tim Floyd, plant 
manager of the Savannah 
Valley Egg Co., which sold 
the carton of eggs to the 
Atlanta grocer where she 
got them. 
Floyd wants the plastic 
eggs back. They're used as 
test weights'in the corn- 
paW's egg sorting machine 
and are worth $12 each. 
the offer was an im- 
provement over an earlier 
one but declined to 
elaborate. 
Davidson said there was a 
candid review of the 
raising issues, and the next 
step was to .determine how 
the union likes the offer. 
John Fryer, BCGEU 
general-secretary, would 
not spoculate whether the 
new round of talks would 
halt hreatened strike action 
but said he was hopeful the 
new government proposal 
would form the basis of 
continuing negotiations. 
As  long as there lWaS 
progress at the bargaining 
table there wouldn't be a 
strike, he said. 
Union members, earlier 
voted 9L5 per cent in favor 
of strike action to hack 
contract demands that 
include a I0-por cent. pay 
increase, a cost-of-living 
clause and other benefits in 
a tw~year contract. 
George Cumming, the 
said Bennett's• remarks 
were "unfair criticism in 
the light of the fact that Mr. 
Bennett has been away from 
the railway for more than 
five years." 
Martin Taylor, the 
commission counsel, in 
presenting the submission, 
said Bennett was willing to 
be cross-examined if 
necessary, although he 
would prefer to receive and 
respond to any questions in 
writing. 
Taylor also said 0p- 
position leader Dave 
Barrett is considering 
presenting evidence to the 
royal •commission this fall. 
Barrett was a BCR 
director.when the approval 
was given to construct a 
railear manufacturing plant 
at Squamish. The plant 
closed last month due to a 
lack of orders. 
Fall Tour Schedule 
We'd like to invite you to visit AIcan's 
smelter at Kitimat, and remind you that 
advance notice is needed for plant tours 
at this time of year. 
Two afternoon •tours are available every' ,  
week: Tuesday ~. anc( ,T, hur~a.yp:~at ~I..;~;L~,~.:.;I 
Please be sure to make a reservation first, 
by calling 632-3111, local 259. 
Better still, drop us a line as soon as you 
have made your travel plans. Write to 
ALCAN TOURS, Box 1800, KITIMAT, B.C. 
V8C 2H2. 
Alcan Smelters ~T~ I lira, 
and Chemica ls  Ltd ..~o,,. 
i :  
PR:UDEN & CURRIE ,m LTD. 
A GREAT FAMILY--HONtE 
1300 sq. ft. with fully finished 
basement. Main floor 3 
bedroom with ensulte "off 
master. Large kitchen, L 
shaped living room and dining 
room, fireplace, basement has 
2 bedrooms, large rec room 
with wet bar, 2 bedrooms, 
laundry room. There Is an 
attached garage. Sundecks 
front and rear and a large lot. 
Situated In an excellent area. 
Phone Bob Sheridan. 
CENTRAL LOCATION - I~O 
BLOCKS TO DOWNTOWN 
SCHOOLS AND ARENA ' 
It makes this 3 bedroom one and 
half storey home Ideal for an 
actlvefemlly. Features include 
full basement, shake roof, wall 
to wall, large kitchen and! 
dining. Drive by 4538 Davies.: 
and call Dwaln McColl to view. 
Priced under $40,000. 
QUIET AREA ~- "MINIMUM 
OF TRAFFIC 
Delight fully different spacious 
2 bedroom non basement 
home, very large living room, 
wlth floor to open beamed 
brlck fireplace, attached 
carport drlve by 4611 Mc. 
Connell and give Bob Sherldan 
a call. 
YOUR OWN PARKING SPOT LAKELSE LAKE 
Partly cleared Iotwlth culvert Quiet and peaceful • Im- 
md driveway lnstlaled in maculate 3 bedroom 
~opperslde Estates. 91' doublewlde with furnishings, 
Frontage. Serviced by water 76'x200' lot situated on Kroyer 
wstem. Call Dwaln McColl Rd. $21,500. Call Bob 
For more Information. Sheridan. 
REASONABLE PRICE 
4702Graham. 3bedroom non- appliances Included, In good 
basement affached carport,-_condltlon. $27,000. I 
BRAND NEW" WELL 
TREED LOT - QUALITY 
THROUGHOUT 
1200 sq. ft. - full basement, 3 
large bedrooms, central brick 
fireplace, ensuite plumbing, 
richly carpeted, paved semi- 
circle drive through carport, 
really well Insulated 4" lff 
walls 6" In cellng and 
basement walls completely 
gyprocked and Insulated, 
natural gas heating. SSS,000 
call Bob Sherldan vlew 
anytime. 
m D-O ~ m 
IMMACULATE THREE 
• BEDROOM 
Located on fully landscaped 
and fenced lot on Graham 
Avenue. Wall to wall, double 
windows. Will qualify for 
CMHC 95 percent financing. 
Call Dwaln McColl for In- 
formation on how you can own 
your home for very little cash. 
OVER 1200 SQ. FT. HALF 
BASEMENT F.P. Ul,S00 
Very spacious 3 bedroom, 
family home on large 75x200' 
level lot with garden area and 
large storage building at back 
of property. Features Include 
heatalator fireplace, large 
entrance foyer, electric heat, 
double glazed, wall to wall and 
Vinyl floors. This home 
require minor finishing 
.touches but Is priced to sell at 
IS31,500. Call Dwaln McColl for 
appelntment to view. 
• .~... . . . .=~ ................. , f  
CAPTIVATING VIEW O~ 
TERRACE AND SKEENA 
VALLEY 
4509 Westvlew has 3 bedroom, 
. full basement, 2 fireplaces, 2 
, full bathrooms, rumpus room, 
attacked garage, kitchen Is 
loaded with cabinets and 
range and frldge Included, hot 
water heating. Very 'private 
end secluded setting. Asking 
'$65,000 and will consider of. 
fare. Give Bob Sheridan a 
call. 
........... IM- PRICE REDUCED  
MEDIATE OCCUPANCY 
Youql be sure to love this 
home. This three bedroom 
home Is only one year old, 1000 
sq. ft.,with rock fireplace, 11/21 
:baths, wall to wall throughout, 
rec room, bath, laundry plus 
two extra large bedrooms in 
the dayllght basement. Thls 
home has 'a  carport and 
sundeck. The lot Is tully 
landscaped wlth garden area 
and storage shed. Call Dwaln 
McCotl to view this unique 
home. MLS. 
SPACIOUS MODERN HOME 
Only 3 years old, 1288 sq. ft. 
with full basement, modern 
kitchen, nice dining room, 2 
fireplaces, ensulte plumbing 
off master bedroom, rec. 
room, all bedrooms, living 
room, and dining room nicely 
carpeted. Located In an at. 
tractive area of Westvlew Dr. 
Call Bob Sheridan. 
- , , . , , ,  ~ ,~. , : . . ' . : , : . : . :  . . , - . . ,  
• r.~ H,.R~,-e, ~rnd~,. ~ , , .~  ~;~i~pA°ai~ 
[In b " f:[ Budget may cut )liege programs ne C 
By DONNAVALLIERES The main physical Itself to teaching in metric sible bunch of people," he considered the special and the vastarea the college 
Hat Creek delayed ' 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Environmental impact studies on 
British Columbia Hydro's proposed Hat Creek power 
project will not be finished this month as originally 
scheduled. 
Hydro.spokosman Dave Robortson said. Wednesday t ha! 
completion of the studies is now expecma inuecemmr, nut 
he gave.no reason for the delay: . . . .  ~-";ld the lant 
He said a final decision on wnemer to , , ,  P 
cannot be made until after the studies have been received 
bl~=cHydro. Earlier this year, Hydro spokesmen.said.the 
islon would • probably be maoe this tau. 
A coal-generating plant at Hat Creek would involve the 
mining of vast seal deposits in a vaH.ey between Ashcroft 
and Cache Creek. 
The proposed 2,000-megawatt plantwo~d b....urn 40,000 oto3~ 
of coal a day and is expected to cost $1.2 nmson, tc wom~ 
ultimately be expanded to 4,800 megawams. 
CNR asked to stay 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. (CP) -- Residents of two central 
British Columbia Interior communities, protested the 
proposed removal of the local Canadian National Railways 
agent at a Canadian Transport Commission hearing 
Wednesday. ' 
The CNR is asking for the removal of agents from 11 
small communities in central B.C. but only residents of 
Vanderhoof and Penny presented briefs to protest he 
proposal. ' " _ 
Penny postmaster Jennifer Burrows said the 60 local 
residents rely on the CNR's agent-operator to use the 
company's phone link in case of emergencies because B.C. 
Telephone Co., service to the community is unreliable. 
Penny, located about 60 miles east of here, considers CNR 
its only reliable link, she said. . . 
CNR lawyer Howard lye said It would cost CNR $20,000 a 
year to keep the agent who delivers about four telegrams a 
month. 
Vanderhoof alderman Ken French also protested the 
proposed removal of the local agent in his community 
about 60 miles west of here. 
Under the CNR proposal, fulltime agents would be 
replaced by part-time operators who would only control 
train traffic. 
Drunk workers. 
Herald staff writer 
Northwest Community 
kollege may have to drop 
some of their plans for the 
coming year if the 
provincial ministry of 
education does not come up 
with-more money for the 
college budget. 
College bursar Geoff 
Harris said the province 
granted only $217,900 for. the. 
annual capital bddget wniun 
is short about $400,000 ofthe 
figure the college council 
requested. _ 
The board requested 
~56,000 for replacement of 
equipment, minor alter- 
nations to the buildings and 
expansion of programs. 
Last year's college budget 
was $162,000, but Harris said 
the large increase in 
requested funds is due to the. 
fact that the. college just 
recently started up in its 
present form and much 
more money would be 
needed to continue ongoing 
plans. 
presence is in Terrace, he 
said, but there are faciliUes 
from Prince Rupert to 
Kitimat and extending tothe 
Bulkley Valley. 
'If there is a substantial 
deers.ass in the amount of 
money the college 
requested, either the main 
centre or the outlying 
programs would suffer, 
Harris stated. 
"If a certain amount is 
spent in Terrace, little or 
nothing would be left for the 
expansion we had hoped for 
in other areas," he said, and 
vice versa. 
"Cutbacks of any 
magnitude would have an 
adverse affect," he said. 
Of the $217,900 received 
for the year, $53,000 has 
been allocated to physical 
changes in the Terrace 
facility, mainly the 
relocation of the library 
which is rapidly growing, 
according to the bursar. 
An amount of $30,000 
would go toward the pur- 
chase of books and $5,000 is • NCC is a decentralized 
facility, Harris exp.lain.ed; earmarked for conversion of
havtngbeensetupuaderme tools to metric. 
community college concept The metric conversion 
in April, 1976, .and various fund is "woefully 
desses and programs' are inadequate", Harris said, 
scattered throughout the. because the ministry of 
northwest. ' education has committed 
by September, 1978, and 
with the amoung of tools the 
collage uses for its trades 
trining courses such as 
carpentry it will cost more. 
The.portion set aside tar 
new courses and equipment 
replacement would amount 
to $129,000. 
"That doesn't go very 
fa r , "  harris said, par- 
tieularly when the college 
has $3 to $4 million worth of. 
equ ipment  need ing  
replacement parts and 
repair. 
NCC council reacted 
strongly to a letter from a 
ministry of education of- 
ficial which apologized for 
the decreasedfunding, but
added the $217,900 "will 
enable you and your 
colleagues to move ahead in 
providing an excellent 
educational experience to 
your students." 
Council members voted to 
invite local MIA's in the 
college region to a meeting 
with the board to try to boost 
the funds up to a figure 
closer to the original 
request. 
Harris said he was op- 
timistic that the budget 
could be increased. 
. Those in the ministry of 
education are "a respon- 
1NFLA TED SF L PRICES 
Vegetable board, criticized 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Management is the weak link in the 
united baffle against alcoholism, Labor Minister Allan 
Williams said Wednesday. 
Unions have shown a Willingness 'to take action against 
work-ralatod alcoholism, but often they do not get the full 
cooperation of management, Williams told a seminar 
sponsored by the Greater Victoria Drug and Alcohol 
Rngahilitatiun Society. 
He said any joint union.management program to help 
combat alcoholism would have the f ull~ Support of the 
provincial government. 
The number of alcoholics in theaBrltish C, olmnbia's 1,!, ~ :; He- sa id  the board's 
million-porson work force is between 30200 and 11,000, charge on a 20 lb. box of 
Williams said. •tomatoes i 25 cents, plus 
four percent of the selling 
PENTICTON, B.C.. (CP)- 
The Interior Vegetable 
Marketing Board was 
criticized Thursday at a 
hearing of the British 
Columbia legislature's 
committee on agriculture. 
George Covert, who 
operates a 600'acre farm 
near Oliver, B.C., th3~ 
kllometres south of 
Okangan community, said 
growers pay exorbitant 
selling charges to the board 
which he said is controlled 
by persons with no ex- 
perience in volume 
o m=keU~.  ~ 
price. The charge for a 
brokerage s rvice on such a 
sale would be less than 15 
cents a box, he said. 
He also criticized the 
$300,000 purchase by the 
board last year of Western 
Packaging, a wholesale and 
re-packing business in 
Vancouver. 
"They can't run their own 
organization successfully, 
and yet buy another 
business which •requires a 
real professional to 
operate," he said. "The 
results were inevitable 
Western Packing lost more 
than $60,000 in 1976." 
Some of these people are in management positions and 
this, In effect, creates a cover-up, as emplouees try to 
protect other members of the management team, said the 
minister. 
" "If I am too critical of the employer group, then I 
apologize," he said. "But I ask them to show me I am 
WrOng." 
Whale of a meal 
VICTORIA (CT) -- Miracle the killer wh.al, e .caff began 
eating again Thursday, eagerly devouring me nawpouna 
portions of ling cod fillets given to it 20 times aday. 
The diet was restored by officials of Sealand of the Pacif!c 
after ared dye test on Wednesday showed Miracle had omy 
a partial blockage of the intestine. 
Sealand manager Bob Wright said Miracle doesn't ap- 
pear to be suffering abdominal cramps that worried 
Sealand officials earlier in the week. 
• He said the ammal has been taken off all medications. 
"We're letting nature take its course," W.right .said. 
Miracle was found earlier this summer m Men=ca uay, 
about 240 kllometres northwest of here, suffering from a 
gunshot wound, near starvation, and serious infection. 
Impaired fines up 
THUNDER BAY, Ont. (CP) -- A provincial court judge, 
upset with what he calls an excessive number of .impaired 
drivers, says he-will fine motorists $2,000 for a first ~m- 
paired driving conviction. 
Judge Roy Mitchell made the announcement this week 
after 12 persons appeared before him on such charges in one 
daY" city lawyer said fines for first convictions usually 
average about $200, but the Ontario attorney-general's 
office last year gave judges the right to levy whatever fines 
they thought necessary in an effort o get drunk drivers off 
the road. , 
"Some people don't like it, but there's nothing one can do 
about it," the lawyer said. 
Death toll rises 
i 
Covert said his family-run 
farm has survived finan- 
dally by selling about 85 
percent of its production 
directly to consumers, 
your own basis. 
He told the committee it is 
difficult o make changes in 
the •system because the 
Natural Products Act gives 
one vote to a part-time 
farmer working three acres 
and one vote to a full-time 
producer who relies on 
farming for his livelihood. 
Covert said the board 
should be eliminated in 
favor of an independent 
broker who would handle all 
sales on a per-package 
KANSAS CITY (Router) -- Fresh rain fell Thursday as 
the death toll rose to 20 from flash floods that swept hrough' 
the area earlier this week. 
Police working in a cold drizzle found the body of the 
latest victim in a creek bed on the east side of the city, 
where waves of water up to 20 feet high crumbled walls and 
damaged homes Monday night and early Tuesday. 
Mayor Charles Wheeler, who returned Wednesday from 
London, ~vhere he was part of a Missouri trade delegation, 
said an estimated 1,200 people still were homeless from the 
floods. 
He said damage caused by flooding at the ci.ty's push 
CounL'3t Club' shopping ~s~ict  could to~l $2 millnisO:s 
• Earlier officials had usumate~ total uamage for me r~ansa 
City area t between $30 million and $50 million. ' ' 
Three of the seven persons still unaccounted forwere last 
seen caught in raging floodwaters. ' . . . . .  to 
'. President Carter has granteu emergency msasmr a~u 
five counties in the Kansas City area. One official said that 
the rains the city suffered were the, kind that happen once 
every 1,000 years. 
'strongest factor in deter- 
mining B.C. prices. 
A brief from the 2,300 
member B.C. Fruit Growers 
Association supported the 
industry's marketing 
organization but said there 
was need for some price 
support. 
The brief said imports are 
priced exceptio~mlly high 
but prices decline sharply 
when B.C. products come 
onto the market. 
said, and they may not have circumstances of the NCC has to cover. 
Through September 
all provincial hi.way s gns 
will be converted to metric. 
SPEEDOMETERS: Most 1977 and all 1978 model cars have speed; 
ometers and odometers calibrated inkm/h and kin. Some earner mo~en 
cars have speedometers with dual calibrations. If your speedometer 
indicates only mph, you may find this conversion scale handy. 
I 
km/h o 10 20 30 40 50 6070 80  90100 
I a I n= I =l I= I  I l ,= ,  
MPHo 10 20 30  40  50  60  
Always drive at the posted speed. It is legal when posted. You'll be sur- 
prised at how little time you really save when you exceed the speed 
limits. 
SOME TIPS: Keep this advertisement or the folder prepared by the 
Ministry of H!ghways and Public Works in your glove compartment. 
( ~  Province of Ministry of 
Bfltish Columbia Highways and 
Public Works 
NOW! basis. The committee was also told that the main problem facing B.C. fruit growers m the inability of the 
marketing system to in- 
crease prices to cover ising 
- Provincial A brief rom the B.C. Tree T h  ¢ Fruits Ltd., and Sun-Rype Products, the = fruit in- dustry's sales and process ing agenc ies ,  
blamed imports for this 
w"e,,er by IS DRAWN EVERY MONTH! quotation or actual delivery, 
are seriously affeeti.~ our 
ability to increase pnces in 
relation to costs." 
The brief said that, in the 
case of fresh fruit, United 
States prices are the 
PLAY11"IE 
NEW PROVINCIAL 
Now the Provincial Lottery gives you 
more fun, more action, more chances. 
to win $1 million (taxfree). 
NOW A 
MONTHLY DRAW! 
Now there are 12 Provincial draws 
a year - one each and every month, 
And any one Of these draws can make 
you a millionaire, You may be 
a millionaire! 
Check  these  numbers .  
Here are the numbers drawn in the Sept. 5th draw of T'HE 
PROVINCIAL lottery. Check the numbers below--you may 
be a winner. To claim your prize, follow the instructions on 
the reverse of your ticket. 
Fifty dollar ($50.) winners may claim their prize by present- 
ing their ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce in British Columbia, Yukon, Alberta, Saskatche- 
wan and Manitoba. 
$1MILLIOH $250,OOO. 
~inning numbers winning numbers 
1210121912 611] [3[118[2111918~ 
14101216161717]~2 4lol317lsl l l  
I11012171316171 [1141710ll I1 14Q 
I1121415161510] 12111219161415J 
121015151218161 ~21314191718111 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticket are identical 
to and in the same order as those winning numbers above, 
your ticket is eliglb e to win the corresponding prize• 
I~os~,=~a,s w~ $2so. . . ]h£.  ~ , 
I'os a=o,s w,. Sso. i-,rovlnClal 
BONUS BONUS 
$1 MILLION $250,000. 
(one prize only for the (one prize•only for the 
exacl number] exact number] 
11191311151811,,i 13181613i016181 
t, Next  draw September  30th.  
6 CHANCES TO WIN 
A MILLION FOR JUST $5. 
Each $5 ticket (good for two draws) 
gives you six chances to win $1 million, 
four chances to win $100,000.00  and 
thousands of other tax free prizes. 
EACH TICKET ,GOOD IN 
• tWO CONSECUTIVE DRAWS. 
That's right. The ticket you buy today 
gives you three chances to win a million 
in this month's draw and three more 
in next month's too! 
~! ~$: ::, .~ 
, Be 'one  . 
of  thns mon lh ' s  
U • • 
mnllnonanres. • 
FIRST DRAW - September 3Oth. Tickets now onsa le ,•  
t 
t~ 
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( ;arter's ethics 
on civil rights 
WASHINGTON (CP)- The gravest hreat o President 
Carter's prized moral authority may come not from Bert 
Lance, his controversial budget director, but rather from 
the emotionally charged issue of minority quotas for entry 
to key universities. 
Despite weeks of newspaper headlines on Lance's 
questionable record as a banker and Carter's adamant 
refusal to let his old friend go, a Gallup Poll undertaken for 
Newsweek magazine r ported that 72 percent of Americans 
see no reason to lower their opinion of the president's 
ethical standards. 
Carter, however, may not be so fortunate when he for: 
malty opposes the system of minority quotas that has been 
one of the most effective legacies of the 1960s civil rights 
movement. 
Civil rights groups and ethnic organizations contend that 
quotas, which guarantee minority grou..ps spec.ificshares.of 
pesitions at such places as law and medmal scnoom, are~tne 
key to economic equality. 
It would take far too long, they argue, for disadvantaged • 
groups to gain economic equality through gradual im- 
i~'ovements in educational facilities and social attitudes. 
The immediate problem is that California courts have 
ruled quotas illegal on the grounds that they discriminate 
against persons not in the specified minority groups. 
The California ruling came in the case of Allan Bakke, a 
to a California medical school, who contends he was 
rejected because the school's quota system reserves placed 
for blacks and for Spanish and Asian-Americans. Some of 
those admitted under the minority quota were less qualified 
than h~:: is, Bakke says. 
The lower court rull~g now is being appealed in the U.S. 
Supreme Court and government lawyers are preparing to 
file a brief, in line with Carter's wishes, agreeing that any 
quota system reserving a specific number of places for 
minorities is unconstitutional. 
fear such a ruling by the Supreme Court, coupled with 
encourage authorities across the country to weaken or halt 
efforts to open more educational nd employment op- 
portunities to minorities. 
The issue may already have caused the president serious 
political trouble. 
The Wahaington Post has repot.ted issension i  Carter's 
cabinet, with opposition to his anti-quota policy coming 
from Joseph Califano, secretary of health, education and 
welfare; Housing Secretary Patricia Harris and UN Am-. 
bassador Andrew Young, the last two being the only blacks 
of cabinet rank. 
Last November, Carter was elected with 90 percent of the 
black vote after raising high hopes that he would take 
strong action on inner-city problems. That strong support 
could easily turn to bitterness and increased frustration. 
The quota issue is not the first time Carter's commitment 
to helping the disadvantaged has been questioned. 
When welfare funds were denied for abortions, arousing 
protests that abortions were in effect being reserved for 
wealthier women, Carter told reporters: "There are many 
things in life that are not fair, that wealthy people can af- 
ford and poor not. But I don't believe that the federal 
government should take action to try to make these OP- 
pertunitios exactly equal...;' 
f 
If he is to avoid having such statements and his quota 
policy brand him as insensitive to the problems of the poor, 
Carter will have to take some ffective initiatives oon. 
More important, he will have to give the millions of people 
in U.S. slums most of them members of minority ,,-,)ups 
some reason for hope. 
WASHINGTON ZP-The beautiful 
calvaria majot tree tied its fate to 
the dodo bird and has almost joined 
it in extinction. But turkeys may 
come to the resue of the rare tree. 
Only 13 dying calvaria trees, each 
more than 300 year lod, remain on 
Mauritius Island. There is age 
evidence a young tree has sprouted 
in the three centuries since the last 
dodo died, a University of Wisconsin 
ecologist said Tuesday. 
The evolutionary drama played 
out on the Indian Ocean island is the 
first known example of extinction of 
an animal causing the decline of a 
plant, he says. 
Dr. Stanley Temple says the in- 
trident points out the close in- 
terrelations in nature and how 
man's intrusion upon one species 
can have long-term ramifications 
won others. 
Temple says it may be mqxupb to 
save the tree species because he has 
discovered how to germinate its 
seed-~th turkeys substituting for 
dodos. 
In a report in the journal Science, 
Temple..said indirect evidence in- 
dicates the thick-hulled seeds of the 
calvari~i had to be worn down in the 
clod's digestive tract-before they 
could germinate. 
Without his help from the dodo, 
the seed embryo could not break 
through the shell to grow. So when 
the large, flsightless bird became 
extinct in 1681, the tree began to die 
out, Temple says. 
To test his theory, Temple force- 
red fresh calvaria seeds to turkeys 
whose gizzards contain sones for 
crushing food, much like the dodos. 
Three of the seeds germinated agter 
being excreted or regurgitated by 
turkeys everal days later. 
"These may well have been the 
first clavaria seeds to germinate in
more than 300 years," Temple said 
in an interview. "It now appears 
~ssible to save the trees from ex- 
tinction if authorities on Mauritius 
want to do this. 
Temple says the bond between the 
dodo and calvaria came from the 
species evolving together over tens 
of thousands of years. Temple, an 
ornithologist, or bird specialists, 
said the dodo was a stocky bird that 
normally stood three feet tall and 
weighed from 25 to 30 pounds. 
The dodo died out when settlers 
arrived on Mauritius, hdnted it 
forfoed and introduced dogs and 
other animals which destroyed the 
birds' eggs. 
Fossil evidence indicates dodos 
are the seeds of the ealvaria, an 
attractive tropical hardwood also 
ravaged by settlers for its beautiful 
lumber. 
Aquatic director Bruce M|iler doesn't often see pool opens Monday at 7 a.m. after annual maintenance is 
water this quiet and it won't be that way for long. Pool completed. 
I m,i e,,  Otlight I
"Did you say this pizza gave you indigestion?" 
Criminal Code Amendments-Guncontrol 
our Criminal Code in areas of firearms control,electronic 
surveillance and provisions for the custody and release of 
iumates was given Royal Assent.recently: and it.is likely 
that rest sections will be proclaimea na pu to mtect 
when Parliament re-opens October 17. The gun control 
provisions in the act will, however not be rpoclaimed at that 
time. 
Firearms control will.be bought into effect January 1, 
1978 and June 1 1978. Gun control uwiibfsxokvhhaiviminai 
Code Amendment Act will require flonsu!ta~on ~th the 
provinces, establishementof some aamlmsu'a v ystems, 
the training of staff, and other preparatory work before 
they can be confirmed as law. 
Law relating to misuse of firearms and aline of offenses 
while the Firearms Aquisition Certificate +F.A.C.) system 
and business permit provisions will go into effect on the 
June 1 deadline. 
For the consideration f some of you in northwestern B.C. 
I would like to underline that a provision in the F.A.C. 
section allows that persons who must use firearms to hunt 
or trap for family support will not be obliged to pay the $10 
fee for the firearm acquisition certificate. 
Overall, I feel the Criminal Code Amendment Act ~il 
allow for a better measure ofprotection for Canadians. 
CANDA'S FOOD POLICY PROTECTS RESOURCES 
CONSUMERS 
CAnada,as a nation, has been concerned about food 
production throughout its history. Much of the country's 
settlement and developemtn has been based on agricultural 
and fishery resources. From early times, Canada has been 
one of the few countries inthe world fortunate nough to 
produce more food that its popelation consmnes, pe.nn, itting. 
it to earn important foreign exchange and to proviae toga 
aid in emergency situations and to those countries unable to 
meet heir basic needs. 
In recent years, consumer and producer attention has 
focused sharply on adequate nutrition, food additives, food 
prices, income stability for farmers and fishermen and 
conservation of land and fishery resources. This great 
concern has led the federal government totake stock of the 
policies affecting the food industry and to outline a food 
strategy for Canada. 
The food strategy, as outlined by the Departments 
Agriculture, and Consumer and Corporate Affairs, has two 
basic aims: to give farmers and fishermen the assurance 
• that they can earn a stable and adequate r turn on labour 
and long-term investments; and to assure consumers of a 
fair and efficient food market system. 
Apart from resource development and protection 
programs uch as recently announced Salmonid Enhan- 
cement Program in our area, the government will review 
trade policy ~th  a view to the protection of Canadian 
producers, and take steps to maintain a competive n- 
virenment for rpeduets a fisherm~n and f~rl~er ~.~t buy,~ 
The government will suppo~t'~.~il~:~.~a~ge, th~'~ 
evaluation and special training df f~i~/i~rs ~tn~ fl~h~rme~, ~ 
particularly people attarcted to these industries. 
Of interest to the consumer, will be programs to provide 
food price information and create national food inspection 
guielines. 
The government will also strive to enhance productivity, 
efficieny and competitiveness lathe area of the "middle 
man". 
There are may aspects to Canada's food strategy that I
have not ;outlined here, but htis all-encompassing program 
is going to bean "insurance policy" for Canada's food 
supply and Canada's food producers, including those of us 
in northwestern B.C. who make our living farming and 
fishing. 
If you ahve any questions on this or any issue please do 
not hesitate to write me, House of Commons, Ottawa K1A 
0X2, postage free. 
A ,success tory forgets its purpose 
VANCOUVER (CP)- British Colum- 
bia's credit unions, which are overtaking 
trust companies and challenging banks as 
provinders of consumer savings ervices, 
are finding that bigger is not necessarily 
better. 
"It has become clear to me that 
somehow in the credit union movement 
we have lost a sense of purpose," said 
Peter Pedovinikoff, president of the B.C. 
Central Credit Union and of the National 
Association of Canadian Credit Unions, in 
a recent interview. 
"No longer does there appear to be a 
fiery spirit and dedication to come 
together.to s lve problems on a collective 
basis and to live by the principle of being members of 
our brother's keeper. 
"No longer do credit unions appear t.oo 
concerned with the welfare of their neigh- 
bouts. Very often we find credit unions 
vigorously competing with .their credit 
union neighbors." 
Despite the philosophical qualms, 
credit unions have dramatically out- 
stripped the economy i~ their growth, 
seeing their assets increase $500 million in 
1975~ $2 billion, their loans increase $375 
million to $1.7 billion and their deposits 
increase $450 million to $1.7 billion. 
Last year, membership jumped 70,000 
Vancouver City Savings 
Credit Union, the nation's largest with 
assets of $415 million. 
The growth is continuing. Already this 
year 40,000 new members have joined the 
ranks of credit union users. B.C. has 
more of Canada's largest 50 credit unions 
than any other province and is third, after 
Ontario and Quebec, in terms of mem- 
bers, assets, savings and loans. 
. °  
Pedovinikoff fears the sudden growth, 
however, has cost many credit unions the 
close links to menibers that have been a 
major source o f  strength. 
"Some large credit unions have a great 
to a total of 670,000. Of those, 80,000 are deal of difficulty relating to members," 
QUILANS PUT IT ON RECORD 
be said, "and developing in them the 
feeling of belonging." 
Among the future developments May 
forsees are deferred profit-sharing plans 
for small business, development of 
mortgages, personal demand loans and 
installation of automated teller machines 
at eft-premises locations in outlying 
areas. 
Credit unions will also move into in- 
vestment counselling, real estate and 
insurance, May said. 
"Further into the future, we might see 
the credit union not as an end in itself, but 
as a means to making co-operative en- 
terprises." 
Fantasy belies ' Karen's brain-de tth 
NEW YORK (CP)- Even after Karen 
the court right to pull the respirator plug, 
her father was withdrawn behind a "wall 
of fantasy," certain that she would 
recover. 
"I believed in miracles," said Joseph 
Qulnlan, in a new book portraying the 
'Quinlans' struggle to dealwith an ordeal 
that has captured worldwide interest. 
Karen Ann: 'II~e Quinlans Tell Their 
Story is a poignant behind-the-scenes look 
at the Quinlan family as told to Phyllis 
Battelle. It is to be released by Doubleday 
Co. on Sept. 23. 
Miss Battelle, the only journalist to see 
Miss Qulnlan, first visited her on May 17, 
1976. 
"My reaction was not shock but deep 
pity - a feeling of "Oh, this poor child'," 
she writes. 
Quinlan, an Irish Catholic tells how it 
was nearly three months after Karen 
went into a coma that he was able to 
accept what he would come to believe was 
~ 's  will. 
"I could hear people all around me 
saying that Karen might never recover, 
and I knew they were wrong. I thought 
whb't hey were saying was obscene. I 
couldn't bear talking to them, and I tried 
not to listen to them." 
Miss Quinlan lapsed into a'coma April 
15, 1975, after taking a combination of 
alcohol and tranquilizers. Even though 
the New Jersey Supreme Court eventually 
granted her right "to die with dignity," 
the 23 year old woman remains comatose 
in a nursing home. 
Julia Quinlan tells how her daughter 
tried to hold the family together, how even 
a routine family meal became nearly 
impossible. 
"I felt I was walking on eggs. Or 
walking a tightrope without a balance 
pole," she said. "I didn't dare make ,a 
false step or we'd fall apart." 
She said that by the end of June 1975, 
everybody in the family, including her. 
son, John, and daughter, Mary Ellen, had 
lost weight. 
"... John could never sit through a 
whole meal because something about 
Karen would inevitably come into the 
conversation... J~qst he mention of her, 
and John would ~e to leave the table. 
"But the worst was poor Joe. He had 
built up his wall of fafitasy, where he was 
absolutely certain K~cen would come out 
of the coma and be all right. I was so 
afraid that if I said the wrong thing - I 
really didn't know what would hapPen. 
He was withdrawn and irritable. It was as 
though he was fighting me and the 
children, and didn't care about anyone 
except Karen." 
The doctors - the same ones who would 
later fight the Quinlans on legal grounds - 
tried to persuade Joe Quinlan to let go of 
his fantasy. 
But Joe Quialan did not give in. He had 
an idea that if Karen could be weaned 
from the respirator the family could move 
to Arizona. 
Finally, Quin]an did accept that "Karen 
was never going to be alive again, as I had 
known her. 
"I had to accept that. Even if she woke . 
up, she would not be able to swim or drive 
her car or do 4ything she loves... She has 
permanent brt[in damage and she is going 
to die." ~. 
r~AWA .CP-Claims that 
air services are 
tmuged when cheap 
tarter programs avein, 
oduced have yet to be 
~uove~, says Brian CUm~. 
dl, a Wanington transpor 
multent. 
Caml~ll told a Canadian 
• ansport commission 
earing Thrusday that 
~ular and charater air 
ervlees both tend to grow at 
ae ,same rate .in good 
uurkets and decline at the 
ame pace in poorer areas. 
But the transport con- 
ultant, appearing, for the 
%neumere' Association .of 
~aneda, CAC, agreed with 
airline lawyer that no 
oolproof method has yet 
~en devdepod to measure 
livaraion of traffic from one 
dr oarder to another... 
The transport commissioa 
s holding hearings on 
Cheap charters don't 
damage regular runs ' 
whether a new charter  class discount fare on transport commission In 
~o~am can be launched regular flights is better for setting airline prices. 
within .Canada without the consumer because it is 
undermining regular air available tomore com- Colin Irving, Air Canada 
service, munitttes that an ABC plan cousel,, suggested travel 
Campbell has appeare~l., probable would, figures indicate th.e .type. of 
long-distance charter 
before the U.S. Cir ,  Campbell said he has program recemm.ened by 
Aeronautics Board on frequently heard the 
airline cases and has done arguments at C.A.B. some charter earnerswomn 
work for buthscheduled and hearing tn the U.S. that net stem the steady flow of 
char ter  airlilnes, the charter air car d,,ers just Canadiant°uristatotheU'S' 
eommissiol~was told. "skim the cream off the These figures indicate 
.The CAC, some regional, regular traffic of scheduled people who would norm. ally 
airlines and travel industry " airlines, without ruing travelwithlatheirprovmees 
groups have asked the responsible for regular- now are crossing the border 
commission to approve a services t communities., to the U.S. ,for holidays. 
domestic vers~Lan of the -I can never ecail heving This was short-distance 
advanced booking charter, seen these arguments trav~. 
ABC program, ow widely sulmtantiated by.studies of 
used on transatlantic routes, analyses," he said, . 
• Under this plan, travellers . Campbell repeated CA(: 
may book flights ar cheap criticisms of the way 
rates 45 days before flight aviation is regulated .in 
departure. Canada. The association 
• CP Air and Air Canada industry tends to be 
contend that their charter- monopolistic and the year. 
SOLUTION HOPEFUL 
INQUIRY ORDERED 
Trac k e r c rashes 
SUDBURY, CP-Poliee 
said a twin.engined Tracker 
airplane carrying four men 
from the Armed Forces 
base at Shearwater, near 
Halifax, crashed Thursday 
on Whitowater Lake,about 
22 kilometre 14 miles nor- 
thwest of here, inJuiring 
four persons, 
The federal industry 
department and travel 
industry groups have urged 
domestic ABCs to help. 
reduce .Canada's growing 
internaticz travel .deficit, 
approaching $1.8 billion a 
Water borders to be ' 
discussed next week 
OTTAWA CP:Deatiled 
negotiations between 
Canada and the U.S. 
disputed maritime boun- 
daries shoule start 'next- 
week, government officials 
~aid Thursday. 
have been indications 
during three previous 
rouonds of exploratory talks 
this . month that, the 
negotiators might find a 
solution to fisheries and 
hydrocarbon resource. 
issued that owuld rodueeAbe 
need for an immediate 
agreement on ~ boundary 
lines. 
would, not be an explosive It.would ~dso simplify the resolution of boundary lines 
in areas where the claims 
iMue in both'c0untries, task. of drawing up a new • rec iproca l  f i sher ies  overlapped .would require 
Cadieux and Cutler were agreement between the tough bargaini~. 
appointed July to seek a twoomit above parg. Several rounds of talks 
solution to boundary ILwould also simplify the between government of- 
disputes on the Geerges task.of drawing up a new. ficialapreducednoheadway 
Bank off the East Coast off rec iproca l  f i sher ies  and. External Affairs 
the Star of Juan de Puca agreement between the two ,Minister Don Jamieson 
and for the Dixon Entrance countries. The current one 'announced inthe .summer 
in northern British 
Columbia s well as in the 
Artic between Alaska and 
the Yukon. 
They are looking at. a 
variety of options including 
some form of joint or co- 
operative managment of
f isheries and natural 
resources in disputed areas. 
Such an arrangement; 
tractions because it would with a lack of progress 
A spokesman said that "U, allow fishermen to continue a new treaty for West Coast 
we can get a meetiug of operations indisputedareas almon fishing with,.U.S.. 
minds on the fish ano under conservauon plans Ever smee Canada nu 
hydroearbou matters," then a n d e n f o r c e m e n t the U~ published their 20- 
a final boundary decision arragenments siutalbe to mile lflnlt claims last year, 
could be reached which bath countries, it was apparent that 
HABITUAL CRIMINAL 
Parole was wrong says boards 
governments. 
The Canadian egotiating 
team is headed by MarCel 
Cadieux, ambassador to: 
Washington form 1970 ~ which has also been studied 
1~4. ..Wgs~n_,..~W~e of ,. by officials ~of the two 
. . L I~d~CU~~.~.~. :  ? i eoentries, presents at- 
the U.S..'beilouaters. 
Teh investigation at his 
parole was conducted ny 
Malcolm Steiburg, ol 
Kingston, Ont., a member of 
the parole basra WhO .was 
not involved in the decision 
to allow the parole. 
"The  invest igat ion 
showed that reports from 
the. parole board' and 
National Parole Service 
were in favor of granting 
parole," the report stated. 
"It also revealed that 
police, reprts that were 
based in part on interviews 
• withForrester agreed to the 
restieted type of parole 
being condiered. 
"Forrester's positive' 
perfromanee arlier ex- 
cursions into the community 
and restricted natare.of the~ 
parole being considered 
VANCOUVER CP-Hibltual 
criminal Lloyd George 
Fester hsould not have been 
gruntedtheday parole from 
Matsqui prison that enemeo 
him to terorize a Delta, 
B.C., family last May the 
National Parole Board upb 
said .Wednesday. _-'m ~. ~%~_t, .th~ b. oard 
sgrees mat ~-orreater should 
not uxa been released," the 
NPB stated after an inquiry. 
called when two judges 
criticized the release.. 
Forrester, whose criminal 
record dated to 1945, was 
serving a 20.year term for 
armed robbery when he was 
involved in an armed rob- 
bery of a family after berg 
released on day parole, ne 
Sept. 1 to'another 20 years 
for that offence. 
Career Opportunity 
Advertising Sales 
The Terrace Dally Herald requires an 
enthusiastic, reliable person to work. 
towards a future in advertising sales. 
Applicants should be neat in appearance, 
haveself management abilities, enjoy 
meeting people and have the ability to 
g@nnrato new Ideas. Sales experience 
would be an asset. Your own transportation 
is necessary. Full line of company benefits. 
Opportunity for AdVancements. 
Themanrin hospital here, 
were identified as the pilot, 
Capt. G.M. ,Pilon, 28, of 
Thefford Mines, Qne.,:Lt. 
M.B. Clapp, 20,, of Milliard, 
0nt,; Sgt. J.A. Turpin, 38, of 
Bathurst, N.B.; and Master 
CpI.H. Thornton of Lake 
Echo, N .S. 
CONTACT: 
CANAOA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4530 LAZELLE 
TERRACE, B.C 
expires . at the end of the the .two countries had 
year. agreed to third-party ar- 
The reciprneaiagreement bi ration ff a final set- 
needs congressional ap- tlement wasn't re~ched by 
proval in the U.S. and that year's end. 
mif~ht be more easily ob- 
tained if U.S. fishermen are Curler and Cadieux are.to 
not losing anything, report to their respective 
Canada is clearl~ governments by Oct. 15 "on 
unhappy with the resul~ of the principle of a cam- 
this year's reoiprgcal p rehens~o~,~l .~ke  
~een~ent and the .b.nnpact They ha 
of the U.S; 20-mile limit taw. a propoeed final settlement 
Ottawa ts also .0nlmppy for consideration by the two 
were viewed by board 
members as factors which 
reduced the risk involved." 
How ever, the statement 
continued, "the release of 
an inmate who commits a 
serious offence weighs 
heavily on memberof the 
board. 
A de~enee official said the 
crash was seen by a pilot for 
Sudbury Aviation in a float 
plane, who landed on the 
lake. The pilot and two 
conservation officers on 
patrol in the area helped the 
men from the aircraft. 
The plane, bound for 
Winnipeg, and eventually to
British Columbia, has 
stopped earlier ar North 
Bay. 
The dofence deparUnent. 
official said a board of 
mu~y ~u be estab~h.ed 
look into the cause at me 
crash. 
Lumber market 
volatile 
Canadian consumers in a 
hurry for lumber can expect to 
pay high prices due to compet- 
ing demands and a fluctuating 
market. 
HoWever, according to a 
spokesman for the Anti- 
Inflation Board, the consumer 
who can plan ahead, and is not 
in too great ahurry, 'can expect 
to f'md prices on the decline in 
the near future. The peak in 
prices hould be reached by the 
end of September, or mid- 
October. 
. The industry is one of the 
most volatile in North America, 
and demand for the product 
fluctuates wildly, as do the 
prices, from one season to the 
next. However the AIB main- 
tains trict controls on the major 
mills' profit margins, and these 
are examined atthe end of the 
year to ensure that he company 
has not made aprofit in excess 
of that perm|tted by the 
• guidelines. 
The major market for lumber 
is the home construction indus- 
try, and our harsh winters dic- 
tate that most construction be
carried on in the summer 
months. Home construction in 
Canada isbut a shadow of the 
g.hiant United States industry. 
e U.S. will record more than 
two million starts in home con- 
struction this year in contrast to
the less than 250,000 starts in ~ 
this country. This tremendous 
volume means that the U.S. 
industry virtually dictates 
lumber prices for the whole of 
North America. 
"Since the third week of May, 
1977, the pdce of 2x4 random 
length spruce lumber has in- 
creased approximately 37 per 
cent at the mill. Lumber prices 
on the North American market 
are quoted in U.S. dollars, and 
as a result of the downturn ofthe 
Canadian dollar, Canadian 
buyers find themselves in the 
cunous position of paying • the 
premi(~m onthe U.S. dollar fora 
domestic product. 
Book-keeper 
A local real estate firm requires the services of a 
bookkeeper on a pert.time basis. The applicant 
should be able to work without supervision and 
will be required to ~ork approximately hvo days 
Per week. Previous experience is eesentlal as 
duties include payroll and keeping a complete 
set of books. Typing experience is also required. 
Apply in person to Mr. J. Currie at Pruden & 
Currie (1976) Ltd., 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 
B.C. 
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APPLY MOW- 
FOR 
A JOB IN THE FALL 
The Canadian Armed Farces bag openings fur 
young Canadians capable of passing the ro- 
mance standards and Interested in: 
.leanflag a trade 
-excellent career and pay oppm'tunlUu 
-weHd travel 
Openings are available in Sea Opent io~,  Land 
Operations and some administrative and elee- 
trical and mechanical trades, 
For further bfermaflon a Military Career 
Counsellor will be b Terrace at The Canada 
Manpower Centre m Wednesday September |1 
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
I the 
BDMRB leader 
all you'll 
ever need in 
a line of 
A broad line of nompaCtion Itquipmont includ- 
ing walk.behind vibratory milers, plate" com- 
pactors, ridit-on vibrittory rollers. Dur&blit 
machines thnt really produce, whetitvitr the 
Job, with only it minimum of mnlntensncit 
nttention.  Backed by the I txper ience th&t 
BOMAO has g&incd worldwidit in thit design, 
m&nufa~turit, &pp|icittion nd servicit of quid- 
try compaction equipment, 
Wh&t BOMAO brings to compaCtion is whirr 
profitable of m&ny rental operations, Check it out for yourself. Soon. 6C.~2S3 
rugged i t  . . . .  
rental unds wolk-I~lhlnd 
- .. . :, double drum 
~ ~  ~ vibratory 
rollers: three 
ot mony 
Inng.lgltlng, 
dl hinh e*n|it 
~ mm~q Cida Ummad 
a~qo.wb-~m Dl~ Oh~dod 
Call Veto Lewis ... 
VULCAN . .=. ,~, . .v  = -=- , - , .~  LT= 
P.O. Box 2280, Cowatt Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
Ph: (604) 564.0101 
Branches In: ONTARIO, MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN. ALBERTA. and BRITISH COLUMBIA 
yOU'Ve qOt until 
p m, Bunday 
tO got OUt Of town, 
¢ 
B.C. Tel's long distance 
weekend rates ar e worth 
leaving town for) 
Because between 5 p.m. 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday 
~ou can dial direct (112) to So mosey on over to your 
most places in British telephone this weekend. And 
Columbia* for just 35¢ or less findout what he gang's ~.~_  
per minute (minimum charge been 
23c per call), up to. ~ B.C.. TEL  ~' :  
*Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to s)me Northern Ix, ints not served by B.C. Tel. 
t;. 
f~,e 
1 
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Cool weather delays 
prairie grain harvest 
OTTAWA CP-Grain 
harvesting has been delayed 
throughout most of the 
Prarie provinces due to 
cool, wet weather, Statistics 
Canada said Thursday. 
Harvesting operations are 
almmt at a standstill in 
Manitoba, which has been 
hardest hit, and most 
regions report progress to 
than the same time last 
year, the agency said. 
Although conditions vary 
considerable in the parairie 
graingrowing belt, heavy 
frosts that have been 
reported periodically are 
expected to reduce yields. 
Last Friday the agency 
estimated that farmers 
would harvest about 601.8 
million bushels of wheat and 
481.5 million bushels of 
barley this year, less than 
last year's record crop but 
still a good yield. 
However  fo rmer  
agriculture minister Alvin 
Hamilton warned Tuesday 
that those estimates may be 
out by more than 10 million 
bushels because of the late 
summer  rains. 
Hamilton also feared that 
ducks flying south for the 
winter would land on 
and trample grain into the 
ground as they feed. 
In Manitoba, which was 
forecast o have the best 
yield earlier this year after 
escaping drought conditions 
in other regions, fields are 
soft and expectations are 
that yields and quality will 
be below average. 
Second-cut hay has 
deteriorated with shortages 
expected in some areas, 
although pastures are in 
good condition. 
In Saskatchewan, where 
the bulk of the annual crop 
is grown, the majority of 
crops have been cut but 
more than half remain to be 
combined. 
Harvesting is further 
advanced in the southern 
parts of the province. 
Heavy frosts have been 
reported in all regions of the 
province in the last two 
weeks and sunny weather is 
urgently needed to resume 
harvesting. 
Shame on you Cold, showery weather during August nad the first 
part of September have also 
, slowed progress in Alberta. 
Opertions are further ad- 
M P  c r i e s  vanced in the southern and eastern regions where up to 
50 per cent of crops now are 
in the bin. 
O T T A W AonservCatPve sI~a~he~l~;~ n sht~era, Yields are reported Progressive 
Mp Alvin Hamilton cried 
shame on himself and other 
MPs Thursday for passing a
law allowing banks to 
deduct 25-per-cent of the 
interest bond-holders earn if 
they cannot produce asocial 
insurance number. 
"Every parliamentarian 
in the present Parliament 
should be ashamed of 
himself for having allowed 
the civil service to slip in 
this additional restrotion 
and control ocer individuals 
without good reason," 
Hamilton said. 
the total interest is granted variable withh irrigated 
and the income, for taxation 
purposes inthe normal 
manner. 
Hamilton at first could 
• find no authority under the 
law for the rule and was 
prepared, in a statement o
denounce it as illegal. 
crops producing average to 
slightle above average while 
dryland crops are well 
below normal. 
Frost damage has been 
widespread in the northern 
and western areas on late- 
seeded crops. 
McCOLL 
The l i t t le~o~ rule was i 
part o f  controversial tax 
legislation approved by 
~arliament last year after 
the government limited 
debate when the New 
Den~o~ratic Party Mp 
thec~atened to stall i t s  
passage. 
The bill was passed with 
only the NDP opposing it. .  
The NDP said the total 
package of tax changes 
would only help the rich. 
..Hamilton said MPs  
overlooked the social in- 
surance number estriction 
- and "I'm quilty along with 
the other guys in letting it 
slide through. 
The Saskatchewan MPfor 
Qu'appelle-Moese Mountain 
said the rule came to his 
attention i  a letter from a 
Bank of Montreal branch in 
Whitewood, Sask, to a 
constituent earlier this 
month. 
The law states that any 
holder of bond cheques, 
warrants or cheques require 
an ownership certificate 
must produce a social in- 
surance number. 
Otherwise, the bank can 
deduct a quarter of the 
interest-gennerally issued 
twice a year-and send it to 
the tax department 
automatically. If the person 
does not owe a the tax, he or 
at tax time. 
@ 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
A.J. McCOLL (Notary Public) 
/IIVK 
HARDWARE ST('~ES 
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I V :45 I Files 
I n :~ QuIncy QuIncy 
J, U :~ ~ ' "  QuIncy 
1 1 "News News 
JI, JI. :~ TonI,. Show 
ll{112  635-6131 3239-A KALUM STREET ; Tonight RURAL . RESIDENTIAL- PROPERTIES ~45 Show 
QUALITY HOMES- EXTRA FEATURES 
• " : ~ = i 
ROSSWOOD HOMESTEADS 
120 beautiful acres with 
several cleared and seeded 
pasture areas. Two log cabins 
with cleared sites Including 
Iful acres fronting on 
Beaver River. Large log and 
plywood structure built for 
year round residence. Power 
plant and water system. 
Propane lights. Very peaceful 
location for retirement or 
homesteading. 
RURAL BUILDING SITES 
21/=acres partially cleared flat 
Iotln Woodland Park. Drilled 
well on property. Hydro and 
telephone available. 
1 acre nicely treed lot on east 
side of Skeena Street. Irst 
class homes in nelghborhood. 
garden areas. Conventional 
and wind raw fencing com- 
plete. Good start on large 
workshop barn. Ready for 
pioneer family and animals. 
1/= acre building lot on N Eby. 
Just pest poultry farm. 
Priced to sell at $8,000.00 MLS. 
Western • ' 
Concerts 
Western 
: Concerts m m m  
Big Hawaii 
Big Hawaii 
Big Hawaii 
Big Hawaii 
The Na 
Nlght 
Flnal 
Great Oetectlves 
Cant" 
Cony 
Cony 
Cont. 
Large well treed let with 89' of 
lake frontage and good acres 
via Beam Station Rd. Very 
nicely developing recreational 
area. 
Want to sell your home or 
property? Why not try 
"McColl's" for personal 
friendly service from an 
experienced staff. We need 
new listings to replace our 
"sold" ones. Phone today for 
Immediate action. 
635-6970 
Night Phones ,635-2662 
Bonnie Shaw 
Bud McColl 
TERRACE KINSMEN 
SLANT mINCe 
Sat. Sept. 24 
SKEENA JR, D SECONDARY 
TOTAL  PR IZES " aS ,COO °° 
JACKPOT " Q ,ON"  
PLUS- SCAVENGER GAME 
MAIN CARD . s6.00 
ADDITIONAL CARDS- s2.00 
r -  
l 20 GAMES 
BINGO STARTS 
AT 
8 P.M. ooo.s 6:30 P.M. 
• ! 
Saturday, September 17 
I 
i ) .  The Young Sentinels 
Sqarch and 
// Rescue 
League 
Baseball 
m ;45 Cont" 
at"  
cont' 
t ~45 at '  I 
Cant' 
Coat" 
• - ~45 Coat" 
:00 Fishing with 
: 15 Martin 
3O Thls Week 
~45 in _P.~_-_ ~,-~tt 
~I  Hot Fudge 
Wild Life In Crisis 
~45 Wild Life In Crisis 
!1~ An°ther Pt" ° f V l e w  
Great Amer. 
:45 _Game 
1 ga I. 
Crooks .... ~1 w/Lids 
2 gal. 
Crooks 
THE 
U gal 
Crocks 
qe' 
S0nl)ON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
T.V..-tUll)E 
ALL LISTIIItS SUBJRT TO 0HIIIUE WITHOUT NOTIOE 
Spa. to midnight 
4.c,v 9.c,,j 9,,.0 (CBS) (¢TV) (PBS) 
Emergency Mister i 
Emergency Rogers 
Emergency Etedrlc 
Emergency Company 
News Zoom 
News .Fore 
News Fore 
Operation Pet. MacNell- 
flcuat Lehrer 
Julia Crockett's 
Julia Garden 
Making of Star: Washington 
Wars Week 
Making of Star Wall Street 
Wars Week 
The Rockford Masterploce 
Flies . Theatre 
The Rockford Masterpiece 
Flies Theatre 
Quincy Porsyte 
Quclny Sage 
QuIncy Forstye 
• QuIncy Sage 
~ n m m m m  ~ |  
CTV News Black 
HourNeWS I Perspective 
Final Nightmare 
The Late Show "Theatre 
"honor  Thy "The Mummy" 
Father" Boris Karloff 
Cent ' David Manner~ 
Clrlce Square Kldstuff Big Blue 
~.rlce Square Kldstuff Marble 
own Paper Bag Let's Rebep 
Coat' Go Rebop 
Saturday Morlng McGowan Carrascolendas 
Saturday Morlng and Co. Carrascolondas 
Kii~anle Show Sesame 
Klahanle BIz Street 
I 
5a~rday Joys of, Sesame 
Matinee Collecting Street 
"The Showdowrl" Art of Guppies to 
Coat Cooking Groupers 
Coat Red Magic of 
Cost -Isher QI Painting 
Cent urnal Lilies, Yoga 
Coat International and You 
Cdn. Jr Tennis Dale Harney CrockeWs 
Coat Show Gardefi 
Coat Dale Harney French 
C~.t Show Chef 
Cent All Star Woman 
Cost Wrestling Woman 
Cant Coat' Bookbeat 
Coat Cont" Book beat 
Great C.dn. Wide World Firing 
Escape_ . of Sports Line 
CFL Thls Cont" F, Irlng 
Week Coat" Line 
10a.m. to §p.m. 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
10 gal 
sS'S Orooks w/Lids 
ALS0 $15,s I w/Lids 3 BLADE. 
s63,s 
s32,o ,w/Lids 
Cabbage Gutters 
$19's 
GORDON,& ANDERSON 
II q I ' I I PL  
L IU .  ,o,, ,z,. , ,v, 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues to Sat. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
' I 
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i 'eep junior i rd & And out, t ld  Go nb er o:, j i r O ,A~v"  ~ , , .  
hockey reps $ :' ' " ~ ¢~'~'t' "'~l~&1~lff' " , ~-',- . :| , . . . .  ,r%.~.~" , • ring you iii , : .:,. . 
THE TORONTO (CP)-Junior because he felt his He said it was a tredeoff -- ~/ • " f"  ',~ -', . "~ ~ 
operators in Canada have reputation had been badly getting Fisher to withdraw de. ~ .:: - ~-. :" _ _  
been told to keep their nosas abused by a couple of jtmior his motion to cancel the '..4~,.','~i: :, ~,,,:,;..~ 
out o~ international hockey heckey operators." tournament by g~ ,:_'~' BB m BB .~ ~:~ '~,. , . . ,  ,, .,.•,:~. ,m - "7 ~ "  
where management matters Eagleson said the CMJHL assurances of the ~ V M R ,~ ~ ~": $,: 
are concerned, owners from the Quebec, representatives that they ,,,., " 
The action was taken at a Ontario and Western would not insist on junior . '~  ~.'~L 1, '-':~:~.;~:., ~ ' 
meeting here Thursday Canada leagues, have ex- representatives sitting on "~"~- '  ~" ~' " r:~' =~d' ~ '  '~ r ~'~ ' ~ ~  : 
headed up by former several fronts in recent Eagleseon daid he didn't ~', v•, . ~ .,,. ~,., .~. - :., .~':G~ 
parl iamentarian Doug weeks, think the amateur hockey 
Fisher and Toronto lawyer "The junior operators body was happy over the ~ ~~..~:~.. .~ .~.~1~ "-': .... ; -" 
Alan Eagles•n, and the were. mad at the NHL turn of events, but "I think .: . . . . . .  
Canadian Amateur Hockey (National Hockey League) they realize it was the only 
Association. because of a development way the tournament would 
AndHockey Canada, led fee problem. Then they were 'take place; I think they ,~ .  
by .Fisher and Eagleson, mad at me because I was accept the fact that Canada ~ " 
deeidedthatfollowingupon mad atthem for suing for- is doing a great job in- I ~  ........ " -T  . . . . . . . . . .  
the same format.as has been mer Ottawa '67 star Peter ternationally now and it , ~ ; . !  ~ 
followed in the Canada Cup Lee for $65,000. would not be .in anyone's 
tournament,no junior "Then they were mad at interest to alienate Doug 
representatives would sit on me for stating that I would Fisher or Alan Eagleson or . ~  
the world junior tournament not allow iS-year-•Iris to BiIIHay." ~ i  ~ 
committee-thereby saving sign their contracts because Darwin, whose letter to 
• Renwick on Aug. 29 asking J 3o145 
" ' ' ~ for information on, among . ~  
l S p 0 r t s  ..__.h, ' " 
agreements, arrangements 
for disbursement of profits 
from the i=ior  tourney, and . U 
proposed contracts for in- 
dividuals, resulted in the ilS 
hearing, made a brier ap- 
pearance at Thursday's I i~  
news conference. 
~r:ev~eer~ ~C aJaJ~ntd ~:h : : :  ,5 ,c ,~h!  ~ot~ t:m~i "I was called in and told i that there woul  be no m re 
ted, junior representative on the 
Junior . Hockey League 
owners in recent days have 
called for an accounting of 
funds spent by Canada's 
in ternat iona l  hockey 
organizers at .the .world 
hockey championships in 
Vienna in May .and for 
added representation  the 
junior tournament com- 
mittee. 
The second world junior 
tournament, involving 
teams from the Soviet 
Union, Czechoslovakia, 
Finland, Seden, West 
Germany, Switzerland and 
the United States as well as 
Canada, will be played 
mainly in Quebec province, • 
Eaglesen. disclosed Thur- 
sday, with theodd game 
consciously, todescredit me 
by suggesting that Dough 
Fisher and I had misspent 
public funds for Team 
Canada 1977. The ex- 
planation for those funds is 
obvious to anyone who 
consider the financial 
reports. 
"The official party was 
120 strong, where~/s under 
normal circumstances the 
official party is 25 people." 
• The position of the CAHA, 
• including president Gordon 
Renwick of 
Penetanguishene, Ont., and 
outgoing executive director 
Gordon Juckes of Ottawa 
who sit on the committee, 
was• that they wanted the 
junior hockey represen- 
being played . , in  Ontario tative on the committee 
probably,~ Ottawa %; and ~"and '~P ~knew. that*' Doug 
Corn~ali:. = .................................... Fisher" 'wasn't going to 
HoWever  ~, because  of tolerate it." 
remarks  vo iced  by  the As  a result, junior hockey  
junior hockey operators, 
there was a possibility when 
Thursday's meeting con- 
vened that Hockey Canada 
was ready to withdraw its 
support of the tournament, 
thereby cancelling the show. 
Hockey Canada is. the 
federal government voice in 
dealings with the In- 
ternational Ice hockey 
Federation and therefore 
must give its sanction to any 
international matches in 
which .Canadian teams are 
participating. 
Fisher started the 
meeting by tabling a motion 
that the tournament be 
cancelled. 
Eagleson's feeling, 
however, "was that we 
should go ahead because 
Canada enjoys the highest 
presence it has ever enjoyed 
in. the international hockey 
with the International Ice 
Hockey .Federation." 
He said Fisher had almost 
reached "the point of 
stomping out of the room 
representative Howard 
Darwin of Ottawa '67s of the 
Ontario Major Junior 
Hockey League, who waited 
several hours outside the 
conference room~ for the 
decision was reached, was 
advised during a brief 
.meeting with the committee 
that there would be no junior 
representation at all on the 
committee. 
Eagleson said that while 
the CAHA representatives 
were reluctant, it was a 
unanimous vote to remove 
Darwin from the com- 
mittee. 
Eagleson said this 
followed the same policy 
Hockey Canada and the 
CAHA took in setting up 
previous international 
hockey teams in recent 
years in that neither players 
or owners from the National 
Hockey League or World 
Hockey Association were 
asked to sit on the 
, organizing committees. 
Hockey Canada corn-. 
mitten," Darwin said after 
handing out copies of the 
letter sent Renwick. 
He said it was Eagleson 
who originally proposed 
junior representation  the 
committee but  he did not 
intend to fall into line by 
rubber-stamping all the 
proposal~put forward at the 
committee level by the 
Hockey Canada delegates --
Fisher, Eagleson and Hay. 
"I must admit that I'm 
totally disappointed in the 
outcome of the meeting," 
Darwin added. 
Eagleson said he felt the 
committee did what was in 
the best interests for 
Canada and hoped that 
junior hockey operators 
would not take the attitude 
that they'll "show Eagleson 
and that committee; we 
won't release any of our 
players." 
"I hope that doesn't 
happen," he added. "I hope 
they will be sufficiently 
Canadian to realize we're 
going to need the best 
players possible to defeat 
the Czechs and Russians." 
eooeoooeeeeeooe le loeee~eoe • 
REVIVAL i 
• SERVIOES 
PLACE:  
Terrace Church of God i 
• 3,141 River Drive 
• DATES: 
Sept. 21 - Oct. 2rid 
T IME:  
7:30 Nightly 
GUEST EVANGELIST 
• Rev. Frankl in  Hunt 
Pastor R.L. White Invites 
everyone to attend. 
• CALL 6~-1561 for  further 
information 
@o e l  • e l  e l  • • • • • e • o leo  e l  e l  e e l  t • •1~ 
:15 
10 
Auction Sale 
Tuesday Sept. 20,1977 
7 PM 
Terrace Hotel 
Cedar  Room 
Modern & AMIque Furniture Frldges & Stoves 
Large selection of now foo ls  Chesterfields 
Calour T.V.'s Chrome Suite 
Hell Stende Marble Wash Stands 
Jug & Bowl Sots China & Glass 
~41ection of clocks Including grandfsther clock 
Large drill press box and open end wrenches 
Socket sets 1/4 & ~/4 drive 
Sows, Spools of rope, Many more items tee numerousJo mention. 
iK oclnO[ -o 
~ deleatlons 
' & addition. 
Inspect items 
before bidding. 
All Sales 
• . Final. 
LTD. P~o.~ 694.3497 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
KING 
(NBC) 
This is the NFL 
News 
News 
cant 
Animal 
World 
Wild Kingdom 
Wild Kingdom 
The Gong 
Show 
Bionic 
Woman 
Cont' 
Cony 
Movies 
"Rooster 
Cogburn" 
Cant' 
Cant' 
Cant' 
C0~t' 
News 
News 
Space 15 
Space 1~ ,~ 
Space 199 ,.,  
Space 199. 
Sat. E~ !0 ~ • 
News , 
Outclonr , "vJ " 
Education 
Bil ly " / r '  ~ 
Graham ~ , 
Cont" j C,.. 
Happy : h, 
Days . 'r, .'". 
Sat .  NIg:  : ,,t,- 
Movies: i :- 
, i t *  
"Second Wind" , 
James Nauhtu,, %/  ~ . 
Unsay Wagner ,.,', :~  
Cant ,,t. ,~ .(~ 
. .  dW • .~mm.- ,  
Cant' J" .", :, " 
Oat '  ~ 
King of • : = 
Kensington .. 
nmm~ 
| 
i 
Night Ha., 
Saturday Final Fine 
Sat. Dbl. Feature Cent Night . ~ , - , - - -  
Saturday "The RAvine" Late $ 
Night David McCallum ' G a b I 
Saturday Cant Lembar¢ 
Night - Cant James Brc 
• ~ ,- 
. a . . . ,  ~ -~ ~ • 
{ 
1 1 
,T#- - • ,  
• : '  ,¢ , t ( '  
~, ,1.," . " 
i .-r'; 
~. ~ve~h~f~ . ". 
i. "";r'¢~dl°;V 
" t : ; *  
.,:: ~' 
( ~t .  Nlgi" 
Mo,'". 
" ' ,  ;d of the 
r P~lP ~Ix" 
.... 4', . . . . . . .  I James Stewart 
.O t | Peter Fl.~:h 
| Ernest :'.~mnl. 
~ i 
,, . . , .~ . . . .q . ,  e i l~ '~ t l l im l  
I ~ln l l lm l l l  I I  I ~  
J 
Sunday, Septenlber 1 
:00 NBC Football Montreal Alouffes 
: 15 San Diego Vs 
• :30 vs -,,. -. . . . . . . . . .  Toronto • ' . 
:..__~.~ Oak lan~ Argonauts , 
2 
m 
3 
m 
4 
J 
5 
m 
6 
:30 
m 
:00 
:I$ 
:15 
:15 
:30 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Coral Jungle 
Coral Jungle 
Coral Jungle 
Coral Jungle 
Meet 
The Press 
News 
Survival 
.Survivlal 
How Came? 
How Came? 
World of 
Disney 
World Of 
Disney 
8 Cant' Cant' 145 Cant' 
The Big 
Event 
"Life Goes 
War. 
to 
Manlteba Derby 
Manitoba Derby 
It Is Wrlflon 
It Is Wrlflen 
Wild Kingdom 
Wild Kingdom 
Journal 
Journal 
Man 
Alive 
Music to see 
Cant 
Country 
Canada 
Reach for 
the Top 
Disney 
World Of 
Disney 
The Beach.  
combers 
Halley's Gift 
AI0 nn I l le Pam01y 
All In the Family 
All In the Family 
All In the Family 
Bethune 
Bethune 
Cant 
Cant 
I Cont 
Cant' Cant 
Cant' Dash-7 1 1 i~  [News "T'heNationa  
News Night 
£ £ i~  Five Star Final 
Movie: Mystery 
1 9 110~5 "Cannon for  
Cc)rdoba" 
£ L :~  .~eerge Peppar, 
C.ont 
e !p.mo to midn;ghtl 
Terry , . . , .  4,  ,.....,..,,.~..-. 
Winters ~t'r 
(~'FL F¢,Mbelr 
Sa~mtchewnn ' " 
Roughriders Grt" 
Movie: 
Vs 
Hamilton Tiger. 
Cats 
Cent 
Cmt 
Cent 
C~t 
Cmt 
Cant 
Questlen 
Period 
Untamed World 
Kel#h 
McCall 
i - - -  
News 
Hour 
Capital 
Comment 
N Drew 
Cony 
6 MilliOn . 
Dollar ,Man 
Cant' 
Cony 
CI"V Movie 
• 'The Longest 
Yard" 
Bert Renolds 
Eddie Albert 
Joe Kapp 
Cont 
Cont 
Cent 
Cont 
"CTV News 
News 
Hour 
Flnpl 
' l egend of 
Valontlno' 
• Porto. : ~ 
Great L ! Perforr. ~" 
Cent' 
Cony t 
~cord  Siring Q* | 
font' 
~ l l l ~ m Z  . . I i n~Mwf Jmmlmmmwl lmmDm 
German I "~ 
German I 
Soccer I 
In Pert et I 
Wolf Trap I 
~t  
cent 
~t  
c~t . ,~=. .~ 
Twon Rcd. J 
Evening I I At Pops 
Evening 
At Pops 
"Dickens of 
London" 
Shades 
Of Greene 
Shades 
Of Greene 
Sun. News 
Na~ws 
Face the 
,Nldlen 
Sun. Movie 
"MASH" 
C~t  
Coat 
! 
RENTALS... Steam Oleanors 
$16.00 - 9 a~.  - 6 p J .  or 6 p.m. - 9 a.m. (gleaner optlemal) 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 6.,10 pJn. - Tues. 9 as .  
(share it with your friends) 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
,.,,,,. LTD. ,,..**. ,v. 
StOre HoumTues to SaL 9a, m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
| 
Triple handshake s als the deal between the Terrace 
Reds hockey team, district council and the parks and 
recreation department. The team, which gives the 
department 30percent of thegate, will be indirectly 
subsidizing other.arena activities. Left to right, Aid. 
Vie Jolllffe, chairman of the parks and recreation 
committee, Mayor Dave Maroney and team owner 
Red L'Estrange. 
Orioles forfeit 
game with Jays 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Baltimore Orioles forfeited 
Thursday night's American 
League baseball game with 
Toronto with the Blue Jays 
leading 4-0 after 4~,~ innings. 
The final score will go into 
the record books as 9-0, the 
usual score for forfeited 
games. 
Baltimore manager Earl 
We~ tobktii~team off the 
field, charging a 
discrepancy in the care of 
the two bullpens. 
The game had been 
played in a steady drizzle 
from the second inning on 
and, after the Orioles batted 
in the,fifth, Weaver came 
out and compalained tothe 
umpires that, while the 
mound in the Toronto 
bullpen was covered, the 
mound in the Orioles' 
bullpen was not. 
V~eaver then pulled his 
team off the field. Under 
major league rule 4.15, a 
team has 15 minutes to 
return to the field. Weaver 
returned to the field and 
conversed with the umpires 
before the alloted time 
elapses, but the team failed 
to return and the game was 
forfeited to Toronto. 
The Blue Jays had placed 
bricks on top of the tarp 
covering their bullpen 
mound to hold it down. 
Weaver wanted the bricks 
removed because he felt 
they posed an injury threat 
to his left fielder. 
The bullpens are located 
in foul territory, near the 
outfield walls. The Toronto 
bullpen is located own the 
left-field line where, at one 
point, there is only four feet 
between the foul ine and the 
stands. 
Umpire crew chief Marty 
Springstead ordered the 
bricks removed but said 
there is no rule specifically, 
and allowed half the mound 
covered and half uncovered 
and Weaver remained 
upset. 
The forfeit could prove 
extremely costly to the 
Orioles' AL East title hopes. 
Going into Thursday night's 
games, Baltimore was m 
second place, 2½ games 
behind New York Yankees. 
Canada ties 
Costa Rica team 
- -  Canada's touring World 
Cup soccer team played to a 
1-1 tie Thursday with local 
San Jose, Costa Rica (CP) . team Alajuela in an 
exhibition game before 
about 8,000 fans in humid 27- 
degree Celsius conditions. 
Ike MacKay of Victoria, 
who played for Portland Shooter Timbers in the North America Soccer League this 
season, scored for Canada in leads the 2Sth minute one  pass 
from Brian Budd of Van- 
couver. 
The home team got its 
ANTIBES,. France (CP) goalinthe 50th minute when 
- -  Defending women's Canadian goalkeeper Zeljko 
champion Susan Nattrass ~ Bilecki of Toronto 
Edmantonscored 49 bits out mishandled a cross in front 
of a possible 50. Thursday of the goal. The name of the 
and led the field in the clay goal scorer was not 
l~geon event after the first available. 
day of the world trap and 
skeet shooting cham- ~ ~ % ~  
pionshlps. 
In  the men~s fiel(l, 
defender ~ohn Pr|mrcse of  
Edmonton hit 72 of 75 and 
was. tied for 10th place 
behind leader Esteban 
Azkur of Spain who hit al l  75. 
Nattrass holds the 
owmen's world record of 188 
set at the last world 
championships. 
Primrose, who overcame 
eye and gun problems that  
troubled him. during last 
year's Olympics, has won 
the. Benito Juarez com- 
petition in Mexico and the 
Japanese Open during 
recent months. 
George Leafy of 
Gromley,0nt., was only one 
behind Primrose Thursday 
with a score of 71. Ed 
Shaske, Jr., of Edmonton 
shot 69 and Jim Couse of 
Vancouver had 63. 
4615 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE B.C. V8G 1V5 ~ 1  
Ideai family home . 4 .... ;;~,~ 
bedrooms, large living room, ~ ~.~" 
• 
dining room plus wrap erouM 
sundeck. Another added 
feature - Mother.in.Law suite , 
on ground level. Beautifully 
landscaped yard and large 
carport. Drive by .4614 
Hillcrest Avenue then phone 
B. Parfltt for an appointment 
to view. 
Just a little painting. 1 full 
acre of land, fruit trees, 
I 
overlooking the Skeena River. 
Priced to sell at S~,000.00. 
Phone 6 Parfltt for ap- 
pointment o view. 635.4971. 
V~ acre on Gait Avenue, This 
full basement, 2 bedroom 
home features fruit trees, 
garden area, garage, plus 
large landscaped yard. Close 
to schools and corner store. 
Phone B. Parfltt, 635.4971 for 
appointment to view. 
Executive type home. 4as 2 
car garage, fireplace, foyer 
entrance, sundeck, patio and 
many other features. Located 
at 4725 McConnell. Phone 
Frank Skidmore and arrange 
viewing. 
Only $37,900 for well kept two 
bedroom home on nicely 
landscaped corner lot. This 
house also has fireplace, 
sundeck and carport. Call 
Frank Skidmore for further 
details. 
Beautifully finished 
bedroom home on large lot at 
4726 Halliwell. Owner has left 
town and anxious to sell. Call 
F. Skldmore 635.5691 for 
further details. 
industrial property 1.98 acres 
across from new Industrial 
park. All cleared. Owner 
asked $44,500. Phone Barb 
Parfltt for appointment to 
vimw. 
Centrally located this two 
bedroom home offers' the 
small family comfort and 
convenience. The livingroom 
is a accented with a brick 
fireplace and baywindow. An 
attached garage with enclosed 
storage and landscaped 
grounds make this a must to 
view. Call Kelly Squires 635- 
7616 for your appointment o 
view. Asking $36,000.00. 
A home that must be vlewon To 
be appreciated. Located in 
the Caledonia sub.division and 
oneyear old. Paved street 
and landscaped let are lust the 
beginning. Asking S45,000.00. 
Call us today and let's talk 
homes. Kelly Squires 635.7616. 
Looking for a home in Thor. 
nhlll? Here's a three bedroom 
home on a large lot and public 
water system. Owners wish a 
quick sale and have priced 
this home accordingly. 
Asking $28,000.00. Call Kelly 
Squires or come in and check 
our "Realscope" display. 635. 
7616. 
Modern 4.plex. Combine 
revenue and security. In. 
teresting property for in. 
vestment. 4unlteof 1200 sq. ft. 
each with fireplaces, ensuite 
plumbing, wall to wall car. 
poting throughout. For more 
deflels call Horst Gndlinskl, 
635.5397. 
bedroom home on a quiet 
street, 900 sq. ft. Electric 
beat, nicety kept and land. 
scapad. Guest cottage in back 
yard. Priced at S31,004.00. 
For ful l  details call  H. 
Gedllmki 6354397. 
ss~mss~msss~ 
Modern, 3 bedroom home 
close to schools, natural gas 
beat, carpets throughout, full 
basement partially finished. 
Asking 0nlY $45,000.00. See H. 
Gedlimki 635.$3W. 
NTIER 
presents 
INDOOR 
UNRESERVED 
GABS AUCTION 
& SALE 
TR UGKS 
CORNER OF RIVER DRIVE 
AND HWY, 16E,, TERRACE 
A 
:4 
FINANCING I" 
ON THE SPOT TO 
APPROVED CREDIT 
Hwy. 16E 
"WATOH* FOR THE SIGNS"! 
SAT. SEPT. 17, 1977 
at 1 P.M. 
60-60 1976 UNITS on DISPLAY 
MODELS AND OLDER FRIDAY SEPT. 16 
Michiana Billy Graham Crusade FROM TERRAOE ANn Am eUURS 
from---Notre Dame 
Cliff Barrows and the crusade choi r -  
Geo. Beverly Shea, Gospel singer-Tedd Smith, 
pianist-  John Innes, organist-  Special 
guests: Dr. Akbar Haqq-Myrt le  Hal l -  
Subject: "1 WANT IT NOW". 
tv speciaI-VO~ ~D~[~ 
6:00 P .M.  CFTK-TV CH.6 
READ BILLY ORAiiAM'S BOOK "HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN"-AVAILABLE AT BOOK AND DEPT, STORES 
- Sales Oonduoted by the Professional Auotioneers of 
Fo'~ ,o-.- Au..ol S.v.e, L"  
DEALER NO. 00557A 
MIKE ALDOFF PHONE 376-6940 WAYNE FELHAUER 
BOX 2096 STATI0N Aj KAMLOOPS, B.O. 
I )  
, 4 
"P" I  • • , ", l&  ,' 
l ";' ' J~ i~ 
! 
the daily herald . 
• COMICS , . ON THE LI( HTER' ' . . . .  '~:; ~'~t~b~'""~'~;*~ ~.-.','.,/ar. uren' " ~-~',:" 
Crosswo,  o.,...,_0,,,. • 
T h e  W i z a r d  o f  Id Brant parker and Johnny hart ' - " - - "  . : ' , : lwcrkin S in0  • :. .,, 0y i::ugene +rm' . g 
- - - - - - , ,  .,~.~--,o o . ,  l .~ ~ P ri rrc, 
~Tv~-F,N ¢~IP'p~'F,t~. "F~ ~ 11 City ~" ' 415 War4 with :~ ~ ' • ' FP--~N~F ~ . : ,ulualioma 'block or ., ; :  "" "u.~,i ~tt:~ t, berapjq~,~'a re]~ahi~itat|on el/nic. In my WO~_~,l eee..d~ 
: Mllbum .47 Miscellany. I B "fl, f:.." to proble~ they've ,.,r. J,~t on the~,~e~v~, ar ! "..',',a 
------,, .,~.~--,o o ., 
1 • • • lZUnde 48Withdraws ~ .. /~ ,,., amazed W L~d tha¢ mo'.~. ;f them hu~. • • ~1 wJvv.. ~s~d 
I an~ a h~:aworking man of~od ch~. ~" • ".'Ith no 
1,1 Word with 5S Large I. habits, and I'm still alone and singl~. 
q.~, ben or cask . 3 F..  Abby, why wo~d a womem ilpZ.)r . . " , :  #!t~_L~'~ 
I~tin ~3Noctumal ,,i ~.. qualifications to stick by a drug aur~ . ~r...~:~,~;m~r 
14H0useh01d animal ~ ".'~."';:" . Somep.-qeslwonderiflamonthewro~s'qeozz~,'~'m, 
gods 54 Moot .' "~'" TJm ~ ~.ere a place in the eoda] msxk~t,]pllce tree z 
Ark , , _ ,  ,,,,.. ,,,..,,. . . . .  by Addison ¢b~on . land ;" ' r ' ~0 S~"~r '  ~ ~  • " i6/q~praises measure 7 ,.,;.',,,:,r':, in Paris / z  T~J~:~:~u,~os~'~l 18SonofGad ~Gaze S CL,.,~':. ..~.t Chart "" : DEARDII,EMMA:Mostwomen~F~stkkl~,tlmllkMi 
_..-,,,,,.J so~Ep T~e ToAS~, / I  zs A 10on, fixedly P:6 ,e': 32 Money"0f of men you ueat do not see an ~ m d~.  _u~ / j~ E~STeR ! ~ I for one . account they see a m-,, (hey love with a dimj w Imioz 
, ,(/.~_~,~ " ~ ~  . I ~OBarbed Avg. solution time: qmin. ~Fallhehind Obviow~,tho~emenme~thmve¢lommmIMJkkqitmul~ 
~pear. " ~ ' ~ 7 : ~  '."S Spanish ~'ueh loyelty ad  devotJo-. 
dana, ; hall And :, ~.~, th~-.e is s pkee in the eoebd i l t~4~_ • 
~v ,,~ (~ % . ~  ! = la i r  ~ l : , 'Z - -~ i :~-~l  :ZTM". 'ecent soodworkinsmauwXthuolmdludWts. ~ i ,k~l l~b lm 
I ~ ~ 1~1 Scrutinize ~~I~NI l IC . ' : '~ 'F I  don'~ eompe~e with your paflau,. 
Z7 Regret ~ - ~ .  ,{~: L~, I  ¢ r,~,. 'iders 
• ZS Strategic ~L~I~,511C)L_N~ 4z :;r" :;. ,n DEAR ABBY: I'm 19, work Jn 8 hurgz ,tffim_ md.ll~ 
"~;'J ' "~ cell me that I'm pretty an.d have a zdce pe,| somd~: l  IMp.= =rd ~ . A ~  ~. T~] __~-i ~:, ~:~,.i~t.~ 
holding ~~A~L; ,T~t 'v ;  ~e~ ,.~ had any trouble getting dates, but hores my ~ 
31 At•orb ~~A_ j~TA~r : .~-~j  ~i Natives of the guys think I'm 'trot stuff." Mcy~ d~ _~ ~lg  .I 
,. r÷ C~pvnhagen P~co~ded 8q~lBc -~:~:~H~10 meaeure 38-26-36 has something to do with it,, I~t I am~ 
~ ~  4~ Chaste help it. . 
~ascter ~s Descry , I am definitely N(YI' hot stuff, Abby. I m ~ 
31 Irish Ill Overhead when it comes to guys, 8nd nobody.ipH~ • t]ld~ 0~ m, 
~a god railv~ys . .  they all, try it on the very first date. 
B C 18 ,~,nate ,t:; Ex~I What e wron~ with me? I want I~z~ to req~l~ - - ,  bl~ 
Medical org. this '~zot stuff"label defeata me before I lmvet ¢1M1~¢ by johnny hart , employee ~ . ~' 51 Mon~rell~ prove it's not true.' _ • " I~ ]Macaw. Answertoymterday'~ . ,;~;le.. 
[ vvA~ d~-"l" Aeo,~"l'~ MAKI~-- , ~ ~ ' , HOT S'Z~I'rON ~ IIIM-, 
hither" clothes? Check yomr hmlPmMe. (I)0 ~ml ~ANkSO 
_ _ without reelizin8 it?) .and ~ ~ tim ball Jn 
eye. Nobody ham every made s prom m 0 m ,  
..... A~P 1: J~3T ~P.J~TYoU L.. 
- 
~ ~ ! ~r~ restaurant and the owner serves me, I sbouldnl~ In to  • ~p 
because the owner ~vodld feel hundred, 
The way Ieeo it, the.owner h88 sorved me, zo wILy bll~ 
- - I she (or he) enabled to 8 Up u an employ•e? & dP b • WI~ 
Son:e say that only waiter~ end vldttelml ~ '~  
~jpped because their Hying depends on it.. wMch il ~ 
by Rog Bollen - -  - "r 3 I ~ case with t~ owner. Cat f i  ' , , , o , ,  appre~ate hearing from you, or from B sh  - " IF~ ~ ~ restaurant owners on this mat.r  e• It] k~ow w~lt ¢O do"  
i! ~ 4~')'~ IAHW";I= FC')U ) / ~(~:~)  ' " ) 'CONFIDENTIAL TO "V~RY ]~CH ]1~] [A)V~m "
I ~J~l~ ~)~_ .  married mu worth waith~ ~or ia ~o~ O~S 
I I~~-  .. u~ . ~,~., '  I 'mr - -~-~ I ~ ~,, I ' g RndesentaUnl~eell-.&'ea~lesvdqlN~.Pk~lW, 
v . .  ~ u s J v . ,  s .v  x o c x s ,  z . . 
x~v~qxp .HZ J J~GV csvzxou  Pr in ted .Pat tern  ,.. P r in ted  Pattern 
Hagar the Horrible bY D]k Br0wne Yemrd,,,,, cqptoqulp-HoRmm,, HUM~ CLOUDS B ~ ¢ A I . MTHE. SO~.~,. ,,--¢rrY-,~AREAS'r,.r=.. s -- -.. ,=. 
_ t . o.=. .1rite ~ is a simple sulmtitutiofi e ~ in which ea~ 
. .-:" / "ro ~o~T To~TI4  I~ ATJ ' wgl .equalO'thr0u~hout thep~le. SU~.e seue~., D.E wo .ms, 
/A 'Marsnwor 
. . . . . . . .  '-r.-'.~ ....... "~~i : "  '"~'/'~  
Doonesbury  . 
" - 
. ~b/K OYF_.R:I~FT3 FRBhlPhVT sensitive to changes in the length of day and night 
- _.P_.E/ \ ~ /  . _. ~ ~ ' .  _ ..j. -.the cycle of the seasons. The sensitivity to length 
~. /,OUNCE=~I~A/Y. A~VT~.~OOO.. '~50/X.X;.~. ~ ~/7;. / (and, therefore light and dark) which occurs with 
~ ~ ~ ~  /~,  ~ 'of day and nlght keeps them attuned to the environ- 
menfal changes which occur throughout the year 
end times their sees•hal activities. For example, 
the spdhg migration end reproductive cycle of ducks 
closely follows the increasing hours of daylight in 
] ~ ~ ~  ~- - -~ i  ~ ~ . . . , ~  i ,  ~..~,..% ,__~.~..~/~. ~ the spring and therefore assures that the ducks 
will return to their nesting grounds and carry out ~t~ l~ '~; r~ 1~'1":-- ~/ l~'~;k,e 11rfJ~. 
~/ / .~ ,~ q~, ..~._~ ~Z. .  their reproductive activity at,' the some time eoch 
year. SEVEN. YES SEVEN TOP TOPS " SUPER SLIMMING! V in~s 
are yours to parr with pants, uezte a wlist.nippin| effect 
that makes you look narrowB, 
taller. Zip up this supple 
Unlin~ted lumpsuit in knits, blends. Ducks (Canada) l~e."r/ Printed Pattern 90~0: Hill 
i oN ~mOpR.,~. H~ WRiT I~. NVT, I "  
Your heart works harder 
when you're not in the game.. 
Get fit--andturn the 
clOck back. 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
shorts and skLrt partners! Save 
money-sew one or two now, the 
rest the next season! Transfer 
included. 
P.nted Pattern 9068' Misses' 
Sizes 8. lO. 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Yardages on pattern, 
$1,25 for each pattern - cash. 
cheque or money order• Add 
25~-each pattern for first- 
class mad and handhng. On- 
ratio residents add 91 sales 
tax, Print plainly Style Num. 
bet, Size, Your Name and Ad- 
dress. SEND TO: Marian Martin 
Pattern Dept, (Name of 
paper), Address 
Save $]0 to $100 when you sew 
zt '/ourself! Lots of new dresses, 
pants, tops. Total Wardrobe 
patterns in NEW FALL.WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG, Coupon Ior 
any pattern free. Send 754 
Stzes lOST. 12h. 14½. 15~. 
181~. 2OZ~. 22h. 24½. Size 14½ 
(bust 37) takes 2 3/8 ~s. 50.in. 
$1.|5 for each pattern - ca;,h. 
cheque or money order. 
251 each p,lltttrn toq li.t. 
class mzll and handlin8. 
tn  rmd~mkl fN ulm 
Ira, ~m, 
~bm. 9IN0 TO: I1~ I t~  
Pattern Dept.. (Name el 
paper), Address. 
Save $10 to $100 when you sew 
~t yourr, ellt Lots Of new dresses. 
pants, tops, Total Wlethobe 
patterns in NEW FALL,WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG, Coupon fm 
any pattern free, Seed .154 
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LOOKING 
FOR A 
FOR 
.: the Herald, 3212 Kalun~ Street 
-~ P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357 - Terrace 
~Subscrlptlon rates: Single COpy 
~0 cents. _~kmthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
..Yearly by mall in Canada 
:NO.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
:per year. 
-'.Yearly by mall oufside Canada 
:$51.00. 
• ~Authorized as second class mall 
:by the Post Office Department, 
:Ottawe and for payment ot 
"postage in cash. 
:Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
:desired day of publication. $2.00 
~for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
:word thereafter. No refunds on 
~classlfled ads. 
i l. Coming Events 
:Weight Watchers meeting held 
:every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
! Lazelle Avenue. 
"Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
:will commence play each 
!Tuesday~lght a 7:30. Play will 
:be In room 4, Caledonia High 
;School. All bridge players are 
!Invited to attend. For part- 
:nership or information phone 
~635.7356. (CTF) 
iThornhlll Calorie Counters 
imeet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
-Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
:New members welcome from 
iTerrace and Thornhill. 
!Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
:1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
!held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
:sday every month at 8 p.m. 
!Phone 635.6641. (off) 
: INCHES AWAY CLUB 
iMeet every Tuesday night at 8 
:in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
imore Information phone 635. 
;2847 or 635.3023. 
: Kermode Four Wheelers 
i Meetings 1st Wednesday of eacl" 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
!3442. 
:Meeting,. Terrace B.P.O.E. 
:(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
.Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
:(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
isacond and Fourth Monday of 
:Month. 
i FIrst Annual General Meeting 
of the Terrace Association for 
the summer school of Arts, will 
be held at 8:00 p.m. Tues. Sept. 
27, 1977 In the lobby of the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre (p-te.21) 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
end Bszzaar on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
the Verltas Auditorium. (ctf) 
CTr 
i 
CERAMICS 
Registration ight Is herel 
2936McNeil St. In Thronhlll on 
14. Business Personal 
rl 
Webh Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2168 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(off) 
I I 
Storage space available for 
33. For  Sale - Misc. 
QUEENSWAY i icA--D"TEI~;- 
3215 Kalum. 638.1613 
Terreca most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It. 
We've Got It. 
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns - Antiques 
Furniture- Appliances 
T.V.s - Stereo's- Lots More 
"For the Best Deal 
In Town" 
(ctf.f) 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc.. 
Llmlted space left. Ca11638.4328 37. Pets 
for quotes. (ctf.m and th) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeretlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5076 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrlcel Contracting. 
Free Eslmateo. Phone 638.3811 
or 631-1231. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd Jobs for the 
Jobless. Phone 630.4535. 3238 
Kelum. (ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
For Sale: Slab wood cell 635. 
2603 (cff-f) 
General office help required for 
small office. Reasonable typing 
speed essontlal. Reply to Box 
1162 the Dally Herald, stating 
experience and salary ex. 
pacted. (off) 
Secretary-Treasurer required 
by large truck dealership ir 
Terrace. Accounting degree or 
equivalent experience. Salary 
negotiable. Write to Box 1167. 
care of Terrace Herald, 
Terrace, B.C. raG 2M9 (c. 
10,11,12,13,14) 
I I  
SMITH ER5 COMMUNITY 
LAWCENTRE 
require 
OFFICE COORDINATOR 
• D~t!¢s: 
.Day ~ to day coordination of 
office 
.Correspondence 
.Arranging Interview and 
dealing with public 
Experience: 
.Minimum Grade 12, 3.5 years 
experience, preferrably In a 
related field 
an asset 
.Accurate typing 
.Ability to work without 
supervision 
Salary: 
.$900.00 per month with review 
at April 1st, 1978. 
Send resume to Box 2904, 
Smlthors, B.C. 847-4448 before 
September 20, 1977. 
(c-9,10,11) 
Registered female Boxer pups 
.Sired Mephlsto's Halde Prince, 
son of the Top Boxer In Canada 
In 1975 and 1976. Phone 635.3242. 
P-11 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
Piano Wanted, older ~tyle 
preferred. Also wanted, 
woodburnlng kitchen range 
with oven. Please phone 624. 
3175 or write to 500 Taylor St. 
Prince Rupert. (p.11) 
Unfinished burl suitable for 
table. Phone 635.4449. evenings. 
(p.11) 
39. Boats & Engines 
14' flat bottom plywood river ~ 
boat. $130.00. 
Phone 635.6972 (p-9,10,11), 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent: For a single 
man. With kitchen facilities In 
the bench area. Phone 635.3971 
(off) , ,  
47. Homes for Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house, 
frldge and stove, carpeted In 
living room, fenced yard. To 
view at 3347 Kofoed Dr. or 
phone 635.2482. No anlmal.q. 
(P9,10,11.) 
°4 l  
Unfurnished 3 bedroom house 
for rent, Close to town and 
schools. Available im- 
mediately. Interested parties 
cell. 635.2153. (p-11) 
I I  
48. Suites for Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 -~ 
Terrace, B.C 
635-7056 
New 1,2 and 3 bedroom suite 
for rent. Fridge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pots, 
(off) 
Tuesday September 20, 1977 at 
8:00 p,m. 
Bring a pen and pad and a 
friend If you wlshl 
The Hobby Hut 
635-9393 
CTF-13 
Garagee Sale on Sat. Sep- 
temher 17, 1977 10:00 a.m. at 
4915 Straume (o11) 
9. In Memoriam 
0 
In loving memory of a dear 
mother, grandmother Mrs. 
Relief Houseparents. Local 
group home requires relief 
couple for approximately 8 days 
per month. Some experience 
necessary. Please submit 
resume end references to 
Terrace Herald, care of Box 
1165, Terrace, B.C., VSG 2M9 
(1:)-9-14) 
TAXI  DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
llcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi • 635-2242. (ctf) 
-~e=e=e=e=e=e=e=e~ P, nl e r i c a n Viewpoin 
Fanny Wright who passed away Local Insurance adjusting office 
Sept 16.1976. Peacefully ' requires secretary for full time 
s eeplng,, resting at last, 
The worlds weary troubles and 
In silence she suffered, Irl 
patience she bore. 
Till ,God called her home to 
suffer no more. 
Your loving son Norman and 
wife Phyllis ,grandsons Glenn 
and Terry and granddaugthers 
Wendy, Dlanne. 
13. Personal 
Young man would like to meet a 
young single woman. 
Preferably In early thirties. 
Please write to Box 1166, care of 
Terrace Herald, 3212 Kalum St., 
Terrace, B.C. Please enclose a 
picture and phone number. (p- 
10,11) 
14. Business Personal 
E.W. Landscaping 
BOx 454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care - Insad & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contruct Blasting 
63549~3 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(C.20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping,, backfill ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(eft.f) 
position. Phone 635.7910 for 
appointment. (o10,11,12) 
29. Musical  Instruments 
One used clarinet. Phone after 
5:00 p.m. 635.3404. (p-10,11) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
For Sale: 250cc Husqusrna Dirt 
Bike '$500 or trade for car. 
Phone 635-2919 after 5:00 p.m. 
(I)-7,8,9,10,11 ) 
33. For Sa le -  Misc. 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
35c, 50c mln. order aS.00. All 
orders C.o.D. Complete 
satlsfactlon or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creak, B.C. 
(o7.21) 
For Sale: One oll furnace 
(Lennox) Phone 635.5490 (c.8. 
11) 
Wiener pigs. Phone 635-3265. 
For Sale. C-11. 
Well constructed home-made 2. 
horse trailer. Firm S500. Phone 
635.6694 after 5:00 p .m.P .  
11,16,21,26. 
For Sale 
Hoc;ky Skates.Mens Size 6 
Hockey Skates.Mona Size $ 
S10 each. 
Hockey Panys fit 13 or 14 yr. old 
S7.50 635.3541. P.11 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. One, 
two and three bedroom apart- 
ments. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
poclous, security lock-up and 
~atrol. 
635.5224 
ctf) 
H ILLSIDE.LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
ileeplng rooms, housekeeplr 
mite, centrally located. Full 
turnished. Reasonable rates t 
day or week. Non.drlnke~ 
only. Phone 635.6611. (off) 
Olinton Manor 
Fuimlshed or unfurnished studio 
or I bedroom apartments. 
ilSecurlty enterphone. Sauna. 
635-4261 
638-1032 
3 bedroom basement suite for 
heat Included. Phone 638-1Z46 
(I)-9-11) 
3 bedroom condemlnlum, bath 
and V~. $290 per month. Contact 
R.J. Dufty 4112 - 24th Ave. 
Vernon or 545-7383 (c.9,10,11) 
For rent: 3 bedroom basement 
suite. Frldge, stove, heat In. 
cluded. Phone 638.1346. (P.9.11) 
For Rent: Thornhlll • Two 
bedroom suite with frldge end 
stove. Has hardwood floors, 
wood panelling and electric 
heat. Good for small family. 
No pets please. Phone 635.6668 
after 0:00 p.m. (p.8.11) 
2 bedroom basement suite. 
Unfurnished. Frldge and stove. 
Available Immediately. Steady 
worker . Responsible people. 
No pets please. Only Interested 
parties. Call 635.$738 (p-8,9) 
t ' 
I 
49. Ho •~ ~ for Sale 57. Automobiles 68. Legal 
I I 
d t Owner leaving soon . price ~ 1975 Trensam 400 cu. In. P.S., ESTATESALE 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom| P.B.,4speed. Good condition. The Estate of George Little, 
modernly built home In Thor.[ Phone 635-4478 after 6 p.m. (p. offers for sale, the following 
nhlll. Features a lovely mute| 10,11,12) 
In living room • fireplace | Estate property, located In 
dining room with patio doors | 1977 Mercury Monarch. 2 dr. Terrace, B.C. 
sundeck - lots of kitchen cup| Like new condition. Low 
beards'- aflractive bathroom | mllage. Phone after $:oo p.m. Lots one to five Inclusive, and 
workshop- laundry room. l 635.2303 (o7-16) Blocks 4 and 11, located on 
This 1800 sq. ft. home sits or( Legion Ave., between Glacier 
two.thirds acres. Furnlshed orl THECITYOF PRINCE Glass and the Curling Rink. 
unfurnished. Taxes $51.00 only| RU PERT Block 3, and the western portion 
For view phone after 4:30 p.m| at 635.3986. j HAS FOR SALE of Block 5, on the north side of 
(E. Frl.) " - ] Item 1 - 1972 Chevrolet Window Little Avenue. 
Large house for sele by owner, Van, 6 Cyl, Ser No. CJ5 Blds wlll be accepted to October 
view lot, manyspeclal features. 152U174675 31st, 1977. The hlgheet offer or 
3905 Westvlew Phone 635-4390 Item 2. 1969 Dodge Van 5or No. any offer, not necessarily ac- 
(o19,20,2,6,7,11,12,15) 238 6908, 6 Cyh cepted. Cash preferred. 
. Item 3 - 1913 Chevrolet =/~ ton Gordon Little, 
Four bedroom house with un- Crew Cab Pickup, Ser No. CY executor. 
finished basement on 5 acres of 343B166868 4517 Cedar Crescent, 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. Item 4 - 1960 GMC Cab and Terrace, B.C. VEG 1XS 
alsoworkshop60'x~0'wldeand Chassls,6CylMoforSerNo. CgS (ow.th.fr. 4 weeks) 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V= mile 538 1101668 = 
from city Limits. For more Item 5- 1963 GMC Tilt Cab, Cab 
!nformatlon phone Houston 045. and Chassis, 3T 966 03850487F OFFER FOR VEHICLE 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-Oct V8 Motor 
14) CONDITIONS FOR SALE OFFERS: Plainly marked on 
• 1) As Is, where Is. qltO mwelope "Offer on P.T. No. 
Cozy home, close to schools and 2) A certified cheque for 10 85" will be received by the 
town, 3 bedrooms, large kit. percent of the amount offered, undersigned up to 3:00 p.m., 
cnen, dmlr.g area. t-ur= must be enclosed: October7, 1977 for the followlng 
basement and carport. Priced 3) The highest or any offer not which mey or may not he 
in thirties. Phone 635.6829. (p- necessarily accepted, complete, and located "'as Is 
11.15) 4) Offers addressed to the un. and where is" at the Ministry of 
~, derslgned must be submitted in Highways Yard, Hazelton, 
3 bedroom large modern house, a sealed envelope and clearly B.C.,: 
One block from town centre, marked, OFFER "RE 
Inlcudes rec. room, W.W. EQUIPMENT FOR SALE" will 1967 Ford 6.man ~/4 ton, Model 
carpeting, carport and patio, be received up to 3:00 p.m. local F.250 
Fully landscaped. For ap- time, Wednesday, September Reference NO. S.3377 
pointment o view phone 635. 21, 1977. 
7441 days 635.3210 after 6:30 Equipment may be viewed at To view or for further In. 
p.m. +p.11.16) the CltyStores, Wantage Road, formation, contact the 
between 8 a.m. fill 4 p.m. MechanlcForeman, Mlnlstryof 
12x64 Country Estate on extra /~day . to  Friday. 
large landscaped lot near Golf Highways, Ha~zelton, B.C. 
Course. Phone 638-1507 for G.H. Andersen, LIcanceand registration are not 
more details. (oiO,11,14,15,16) Purchasing Agent, Included. 
, City of Prince Rupert, 
FOR SALE 424 West 3rd Avenue, Offers must be accompanlod by 
Premium constructed ,~ Prince Rupert, B.C. a certified cheque or money 
bedroom home en the bench. VOJ 1L7 order made payable to the 
Flnlshedbasement with prlvak [c.6,11) Minister of Finance for 10 
entrancecontalnlng2 additional percent of the bid. If the suc- 
• ~edrooms or self contelnln| Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
renvenue suite. See Wlghtman & Smith - cessful bidder subsequently 
Priced to sell at $49,500. 635 AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 withdraws his' offer, the 10 
3944 for appolntmont to view. Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open percent payment shall be liable 
(off.) :~ Saturday. : (c t f ) .  to forfolture. 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular For Sale: 1972 Ford 4x4, V= ton. The highest or any offer will not 
home. Full basement on 2 acres With radial tires, built.In radio- necessarily be accepted, but the 
$34,900. Phone 635-3469 or 679- tape deck. Best reasonable a successful bid will be 
3961 (c.Sept. Oct) offer. Phone 635.4561 after 6 required to pay the S.S. Tax. 
52. Wanted to Rent p.m. and ask for Col (off) • A.W. Charlton, CHAIRMAN 
58. Mobile Homes Purchasing Commission 
Family of four wants a 3 Parliament Buildings, 
bedroom house with basement. 
Close to town. Phone 638.1969 For Sate: 1970 Custom Knight Victoria, B.C. 
(p.8-11) 12x41' furnished. 1 large 
bedroom, furniture 3 years old. AD. No. 05.1971.78 
Trailer and furniture In ex- September T, 1977 
'55. Property  for Sale - cellent condition. Phone 635- (c.11) 
" 2691 (p.6,8,11) 
For.Sale: 120 acres, 100 In ha NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
In the Driftwood area. Ex. For Sale: 1974 12'x60' Bendix 
cellent view, 2 springs. Phone trailer. Fullyfurnlshed. Setup Estate of the deceased: 
841.3720 after S p.m. or write in picturesque Braun's Island PINKE, Jonos o.k.a. PINKE, 
Box 821,. Smlthers. (p- trailer park. Must Sell.vei'y John, late of No. 1 - 550 Park 
9,14,19,2,6,11) reasonable price. Call 630.1091 Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Property for Sale: 5.34 acres - preferably evenings. (aft) Creditors and others having 
Ideal property - Corner of .For Sa le :  1975 Paramount claims against the said 
Lakelse Lake Drive and House Trailer 12'x60', 3 ~stete(s) areherebyrequlredto 
Krumm Rd. In l"hornhlll, bedrooms. Furnished or un. ;end them duly verified to the 
Fenced and grassed. Good furnished. Very good condltlon. PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
water f ire protection - Located In Pine Park Trailer Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
Regionally zoned. Set up with Court no.8. Call 635.5507. B.C.,VBC2L7,baforethe26thof 
12x68 trailer - garden - etc. after which date the assets of 
phone 635.3181or wrlte Bex 430 - Trailer and addition on lot In the said estate(s) will be 
Terrace, B.C. (p-9.11) Thornhill. Lawn, greenhouse, ~lstrlbuted, having regard only 
and woodshed, Will consider to claims that have been 
57. Automobi les  " trades. Phone 635.2641 ,ecelved. 
evenings, and weekends. (p. 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. JF,10,11,14,15,16,19,20,21,3,4,5) ~LINTON W. FOOTE, 
II sedan, 302 cubic Inch, PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
automatic. Priced to sell. 12x56 1968 General Trailer. [c.11,14,19,3) 
Phone 635.6235 or 635-4320 (off) Joey shack, stove and frldge, 
washer and dryer. Located In 
g For Sale: 1973 Chev Mallbu ( 2 Park Ave. trailer court. Phone 
door hard top vinyl) sports 635.5927 Phone after 6:30 p.m. SHAFTESBURY,  
.Y model. 350- P.S. & P.B. Clean (p-4,5,6,7,8) Eng land (CP)  --  John 
, Interior - One owner - Mint Mu]lins says he is used to 
condition. New tires. Offers? For Sale 1Ox44 house trailer, seeing his wife, who suffers 
[] 635.3181 (p.8.1!) Large glass patlo doors. A l tar  from insomnia, reading a 
Consign your car, 'truck or iosY shack, work shop, storage book when she gets intobed 
shed. Terms $1,300 cash $1,000 in an attempt to get in a 
trailer. Let a professional sell it Phone 63~.5032 after 6 (c-5.11) more re)axed mood. But he 
for you. was surprised by her most Copper Mountain 
; Enterprises Ltd. 66. Rec. Vehicles recent reading material, 
635.4373 DL08605A One i967 (17 foot) TraveI.AIre Stories to Stay Awake By. 
' (ctf) . In good condition. Phone 635. 
7851 after 6 p.m. (p.9.18) LONDON (CP) - -R~k 
1974 Blazer In excellent con- star Rod Stewart has 
dltlon. Asking $3,900 Phone 635. appeared on a list of 
4390 (c.19,20,2,6,7,11,12,16) For Sale: 10' homemade members expelled from the 
. . . . . . .  camper, sleeps 5, stove and Ice Musicians' Union. The ban, 
Repossessed 1970 Toyota. To be box. $550 or best offer. Phone whieh means that other 
sold as Is, where Is. Sealed bids after six. 635.3152or view at 4017 union members cannot work 
to Box 699 Terrace. (c-9,10,11) Yee. with Stewart, was imposed 
~.,.:~~:....x...~.:..~:.:.:.:::$: because the millionaire 
1975 GMC Sierra Classic The Klt imat NDP Club Is singer was six months in 
Camper Special 454 V8 Engine. having a pot-luck supper arrears with his dues, 
Duel fuel tanks, air con- Tuesday, September 20th, 6:30 
dltlonlng. P.S., Disc brakes, p.m. at the ROd and Gun Club. 
radio, heavy duty suspension, Members are Invited to come LONDON (CP) - -  
7.50x16 fires, split rims, New end get to know the Federal British 11-year-o]ds average 
rear brakes. 1976 Vanguard Camper, Candidates. Don't forget to ol~y one hour's homework a 
8'x9", Dval propane cylinders, bring the Chlldrenl(c-10,11,12) Week, compared wJthseven 
propane frldge and 3.burner ~:::;:~.<:.,~.:.~:-./.:::;..~:~.:..;:~.::~;:2~.-~ hours for children in 
stove. Sleeps S Phone 635.4601 ¢~'~'~ ,,~"~c-'~ Holland, Germany and 
(o9.14) Japan, says a report 
published by the 
Conservative Party's centre 
Car for sale, 1976 LeMans for policy studies. I t  said 60 
Sports Coupe. Price $s,0oo or per cent of British children 
best offer. Phone Kltlmat 632. do no homework. 
6470.(p.9,11) ...meet someone new 
, I Q I ~ l # , , = 4 .  4 . . . . .  # . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
t 
The illness you'll never see 
coming. Get in shape--and 
don't give the enemy 
a big target. 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
BICYCLE I~ATH S 
OPENED 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Cyclists tired of dodging 
downtown traffic can tr~ a 
change of pace along the 13 
miles of bicycle paths beside 
the St. Lawrence Seaway. 
The paths, opened recently 
by Parks Canada, feature 
rest areas with picnic ta- 
bles, t()ileis and repair facil- 
ities. 
RESCUE SERVICE  
STARTED 
EDMONTON (CP) -- A 
civil aviation rescue 
emergency service has been 
started by the Alberta 
Aviation Coune" and the 
rovincial transportation 
epartment's air trans~rt 
branch. To be known as the 
CARES Project, it will train 
volunteers to assist in air 
" search  operat ions  
conducted baYn~he military 
search rescue 
organization. 
HOCKEY PLAYER'S JOB 
HARD 
O'LEARY, P.E.I. (CP) -- 
Defenceman Lar ry  
Robinson of Montreal 
Canadians told a 
Ortsmen's banquet here 
National Hockey League 
isn't all glory. He warned 
youngsters not to think of 
only the glory of playing 
hockey in the big time, but 
because so many young 
players fail to make the 
NHL, to put their education 
first and hockey secono. 
REACTIONS MIXED 
CAPE GEORGE, N.S. 
(CP) -- Fishermen welcome 
the capelin, because the 
little fish usually precede 
valuable species such as 
cod, haddock and hake. But 
the negative aspect is that 
after the eapelin die, they 
are devoured b~ lobsters 
which avoid batted iraps 
because of the abundance of
forage provided by the dead 
adulL capelin on the ocean 
bottom. 
SMOKING INCREASING 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
More people are taking up 
smoking than giving it up. 
John • Brocn, president of 
• Benson and Hedges 
(Canada) Ltd., says he 
believes the trend results 
'from the increased 
availability o f  milder 
cigarettes with low tar and 
nicotine content. Last year 
the tobacco industry 
enjoyed its best year in total 
sales. 
LONDON (CP) -  A 
bride of two days w, as 
granted a divorce because 
of non~onsummaUon of her 
marriage. Her husband said 
he l)referred a girl he met at 
thezr wedding reception. 
TORQUAY, England 
(CP) --Sir Guy Harrison, 
94, who befriended a pigeon 
at his home in this Cornish 
town, got a surprise one 
morning. The bird laid an 
egg on-his bed. 
NOTTINGHAM, 
England (CP) -- Police 
were able to llafl rapist 
Arthur Bowley, 53, by 
matching an impression of 
his teeth with marks on the 
vieUms' Skin. Bowley, who 
'cruelly bit his .victim, a 46- 
~ear-old housewife, was 
jailed for eight years. 
Border Interest! 
Printed Pattern 
m 4~': , . ,  c J  C 
o o o 
,° o 4tl , 
go 
It's laws favorite blouson 
dress with romantic lull 
sleeves-ideal tar a border 
print Note softly tied neckline 
with V opening, raglan sleeves. 
Printed Pattern 9078" Misses' 
Sizes 8. I0. ]2. 14. 16. 1.8 
Size 12 (bust 34) takes 3'/z yds. 
45.inch border print. 
$1..25 for each pattern - cash. 
cheque or money order. Add 
25~ each pattern for first. 
cGss mail and handling• On. 
tado reddents add 9( sales 
tax. Print plainly Style Num. 
bet, Size, Your Name and Ad. 
dress. SEND TO: Marian Madin 
Pattern Dept., (Name el 
paper). Address. 
Save $]0 to $1.00 when you sew 
it yourself! Lots of new dresses, 
pants, tops, Total Wardrobe 
patterns in NEW FALL.WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG• Coupon for 
any pattern free. Send 75~, 
Instant Sewing Book ....... $I.G0 
Instant Fashion Book ...... $1.~ 
Instant Crochet Book ...... $1.00 
Pillow Show.011s .......... $1.50 
No man is worth his salt 
who is not ready at all 
times to risk his bady: to 
risk his well.being, to risk 
his life, in a great cause. 
Theodore Roosevelt 
WANTED 
Good experience and earnings for the 
r ight  persons .  
Phone Mr. Loisello 635-6357 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
Ambitious boys or girls to do carr ier  
routes .  
Dr. Lamb 
on leg cramps 
By Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D. 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am 
63 years old. At night I have 
leg cramps. I was wondering 
what might cause this and if I 
can d o anything to help. 
SomeUmes I have to get up 
five ~)-~c tLines ~ "nightand 
walk. I~ am overweight and 
have yoqr weight losing diet. I 
have lost 14 pounds but need to 
lose 20 more pounds, 
DEAR READER - -  Leg 
cramps at night can often be 
helped by making extra ef- 
forts to keep the feet and legs 
warm. You can wear some 
warm heavy long socks to bed 
at night. The legs cool off 
faster than any other part of 
the body because they are 
farthest from the heart. 
You should have an ex- 
amination of your legs to see 
if you have a circulation 
problem. When the arteries to 
the leg become obstructed 
with fatty-choleaterol deposits 
the circulation ran be serious- 
ly compromised. If that is the. 
case and the codditton is cans- 
ing severe problems many 
people can get relief from sur- 
gery. A graft is put in to 
detour the blood around the 
local obstruction. 
Tbe catch is that the, 
obstruction must be localized 
so it can actually be detoured. 
If the entire length of the 
artery is blocked llke a dead 
end street, there are no nor- 
mal open arteries to detour to. 
Losing weight •will help in 
most circulation problems if a 
person is overweight. Weight • 
loss helps clean out obstructed 
ar ter ies ,  lowers blood 
pressure and decreases the 
work the body must do with 
normal physical activity. 
Others who want the same 
diet you have lost weight with 
can send 50 cents for The 
Health Letter, number 4-?, 
Weight Losing Diet. Send a 
long, stamped, self-addressed 
envelope with your reques~ to 
me in care of this newspaper, 
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Sta. 
tiou, New York, NY 10019. 
DEAR DR.  LAMB - -  I am 
presently confined in a 
penitentiary. My problem is 
that for the past three months 
I have had a very high pulse 
rate (100) and after heart 
tests and .X rays the doctors 
say that my heart is not bad 
and to stop worrying about it. 
What I would like to know is 
why the sudden change after 
having a pulse rate of 72 for 
the past 30 years? 
I have been wondering if it 
could be because of how ex- 
tremely nervous and upUght I 
have been for the past three 
months. Please, I'm begging 
you to give me any informa- 
tion pertinent to this problem. 
DEAR READER - -  I am 
glad you have had a good ez- 
amination. That helps to rule 
out many problems that could 
cause an increase in heart 
rate. 
Yes, real anxiety, which 
your letter suggests you have, 
can really cause the heart 
rate to increase suddenly. 
Many people with anxiety 
have fast heart rates when 
there is absolutely nothing 
wrong with the heart. Of 
course, the anxiety needs to 
be dealt with. Just knowing 
that and being reassured that 
your heart is O.K. may hell) 
some. 
There are some other 
causes for fast heart rates 
that could apply to your condi- 
tion. Smoking a lot of 
cigarettes will often increase 
the heart rate around 10 beats' 
per minute. If you drink 
coffee or smoke I suggest you 
quit. 
Also, lack of physical activi- 
ty can lead to a progressively 
higher resting heart rate. '  
DEAR READER - -  Don't 
depend too much on the baby's 
weight as a guide. Remember 
that some women have babies 
that weigh more than 10 
pounds at full term. 
Premdture means literally 
o~urring before the expected 
time interval between concep- 
tion and delivery. Commoniy 
such babies do weigh less but 
that is not an absolute rule. 
Hair develops early. Before 
delivery ababy may have hair 
over the entire forebead own 
to the eyebrows. Hair loss ac- 
tually occurs before delivery. 
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Tt~dW;er~anln~r!,d:o c~ode, r0ved from an ancle.t Teuto.lc 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2P x 36" 
12,ho., 3.76 
TIIE ;pAiL,s HE ALII ! :i :+i!::i i 
Come to Church 
KNOX UNITER 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
Senlor 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship servlce 11:00 a.m. 
T IRRACl  
ALL IANCE 
CHURCH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
ZmON NAPTmliT;:~ 
. . . ,  : :  .~. 
CNURCN : - , /  
Cor. Sparks & Knith: .' +:+ :."U 
Paslor: Paul Mohnlngar : ..: .~.: 
office ~15.2~07. ! ..,!~ 
• Home ~IS-S~IOY.. "~: +:.,,: 
Sunday School 9:46 a.m;'.. .... ..": 
Mornlng Worshlp !1:00 a.m.'..:.; 
CNRIIT iAN ' 
R IPORNIR •:~ 
CNURCN I . ~ " I : 
Sparks St. at Straumi A VI~.;"; ' ! "  
Rev. Arthur Holleman~IS.N :: 
Sunday SChool. Terrace'i0 a.~. :-~ 
Sunday School. Remo 2:30 p.m.: 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Serv ice  ' 
PmNTmCOtITAIt +• 
TANIRNACL"I ++ ~• ••:: 
SALVAT IOH 
ARMY 
4637 Walsh 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:¢5 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Servic.ee 
A;Aon. Cot?nan meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs. Bill Young. 
liT. MATTNIW' I i  
CNURCN 
Anglican Church of Canada 
4736 IJzello Avenuo, Terrace 
Ray. lance Stephens - 63S.SlS5 
Church: 635.9019 
q:hurch Service 10 a.m. 
1 / 
Sunday 9:45- Blble School 
11:00 a.m..  Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m.. Bible Study & 
Prayer 
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BAPTIST Pastor M. Kennedy. b'~; ' "  
MINNOHIT I  CHURCH °race 6~s'2434 Hum° i="s~ ~" " :':'. 
• • •  : i :~ i i '  : • ~ miiTHiUa. Sunday School "10:'00 a;m-: • :.i:!i. .,. :~. : ~./~;.~. .: ._ 
CNURCH Pastor D.K. Hale635-939e Mornlng Worshlp 11:00 a;m. : : :, ~> : ..:). • . . . . . . .  . 
Sunday School 10e.m. UPLANDS 4~17 lazollo Ave. :' :i :.i:'.:~i? :,: {m::" :;):.":- i. o~:~ 
Corner of Halllwell Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
and N.Thomas Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. . / 
Y~ih Night Thurs. 7:~,p.n*~; 
lo:og a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship IACRID N IART 
Servlce PARI IN"  
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 4830 Straumo Avg. Terrace 
Study 
Weds. 
8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 0:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
"You are Welcome at 7:30 p.m. " 
Uplands" 
CNRIIT 
CHURCH OP gOD LUTNII IAN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 035.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
..:.~ . 
.... . . :.~,;~ 
~ :.::'::':: :~: • . 
M#eople 
;C" ".~' "/.:.:~ 
_ : :  - . f .  • 
:::it :is sohools. K 
886 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Car. Sparks St. & Park.Avo. 
Rev. Ro If Nostored 6~.sm 
Morning Service. 11. a.m.. 
Church School - 9:45 o.~t. 
Sunclay School, Confirmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
Family Worship Service: 10,15 
o,m. 
:.~:,: ~ : • ,;~ii .~..,.:,, 
Sunday school w l l l  resume In 
the fall. 
IVANOnLICAL 
PREN CHURCH 
Cor. Park,Ave. end Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Sparks Street 635.5115 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Merrdng Workshop 
7:15 Evening Services 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
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: i.s industry and jobs, 
:+:'4 ~:::m : : : t iS retail: businesses, 
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::::~i/:!::.::~i:::i~ii!::]~!!:ii::Li'?i U ram, .halve lho Uplmd of lho Implo. 
i ::::':-;:!:: ! Or Ibire m no town. 
: :;'::;::!~:: ':"~ "Give your local merchant a chance for your business. You 
. ~ '..., . shouldn't spend your hard earned money with him unless his 
: ": ,:i:~:" ::.i(i,:i: :. ;l~le¢flon is adequate an d h lB  price compefltve. 
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E l iminat ing  coffee and • - '~ 
cigarettes as well as getting • IF PRIVACY AND QUALITY ACREAGE IN TOWN near the LOVELY SPLIT. LEVEL ' ~'. 
started on a good physical. = Is what you are looking for .  College, approximately 62 ft. home with attached garage, 3 ..... . i ..~,:. L '!.i' : i:"i~.F0r the local re ta i le r  pays the highest percantage0f local taxes. 
this Is It. Three bedrooms, frontage by 1,278 ft. deep, 3 bedrooms, twoonmalnfloor,2 ~:' 
fitness program mayhelpyou = white brick fireplace, 9x42 bedroom home with fireplace, bathrooms, Insulated for a great deal. ..m • ": " ";." i'..: i::/"" He most often Is' the civic leader who.dedicates his time and 
DEAR [)R. LAMB Are' = sundeck with patio doors off hardwood floors, full electric heat, nice flreplaco, : :."i.'i..!,.;,:'i~i::" ' . . te l !Ms  to  his town.  He Is contededflrlt for  cont r ibut ions  to _ ~. . .  ,:~/;.,~ ,;.y?,;~:.,', . . . . . . . . .  
dining room and master basement has large rumpus exterior front of home has i. : .  :.:,+...,,./:.~ ,..chnritab!e prolects. He provides lobs'. Without his store you 
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Police 
arrest 
mourners 
JOHANNESBURG (AP)- 
Riot police with dogs 
arrested 1,206 students at 
the black university of Fort 
Hare on Thursday to block a 
memorial service for Steve 
Biko, the black leader who 
died in prison hospital after 
a hunger strike. 
The service was the first 
of several planned by white 
students, black nationalists 
and church leaders across 
South Africa in a wave of 
death of the 30 year old 
activist, described by one 
newspaper as "perhaps the 
most important black leader 
in South Africa." 
The protests were fuelled 
by questions as to whether 
the prisons department had 
made any effort to save 
Biko's life. 
A spokesman for the 
university, 350 miles south 
of here, said the white 
principal had turned own a 
request from the students to 
suspend lectures for the 
service. 
But the students went 
ahead and gathered on the 
rugby field, singing black 
nationalist songs. They 
were quickly surrounded by 
police. 
Offering no resistance, the 
students were shepherded to 
a grandstand and taken 
away in police vehicles. 
Witnesses said students 
made black power salutes 
a.,, they were led away but no 
violence was reported. 
Off" 'ials said the students 
were ,.,.,tained under the 
Riotous Assemblies Act, 
,. hich ~equires official 
po~.~:,issioh for the most 
public gatherlngs of more 
than three people. 
Biko, founder of th~ black 
consciousness movement in
South Africa, died Monday 
after what the government 
said was an eight-day 
hunger strike. He had been 
, detained three weeks 
earlier. Up to 21 blacks are 
reported to have died in 
police custody in the last 18 
months. 
At a protest meeting at the 
almost all-white University 
of Cape Town, liberal 
newspaper editor Donald 
Woods called on Prisons 
Minister James Druget to 
resign if inquest findings 
show that his department 
had not done anything to 
prevent Biko's death. 
Kruger told the Transvaal 
provincial congress of the 
ruling National party 
Wednesday that Biko was 
not force-fed during his 
hunger strike because 
prison guards would have 
been accused of.brutality. 
He said it was Biko's 
"democratic right" not to 
eat.- 
But a spokesman for the 
minister said Thursday that 
Biko was fed intravenously 
before he died. 
Kruger also rejected 
demands from white 
liberals for a special inquest 
into Biko's death. He said 
inquests by magistrates are 
sufficient. 
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Learning 
at 
night 
About Z~ people showed up 
for registration for com- 
monity education courses at 
the Terrace Arena banquet 
room lust night. The 
courses, jponsored by 
School District 88 and 
Northwest CommunlLy 
College, range from basic 
En~Ish to yoga. Classes 
begin a week from Monday. 
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THE RISK OF INJURIES WILL 
GREATLY REDUCED. 
You'll notice the headline says "will be re- 
duced"-not "might" or "should be". The reasons 
for being so definite lie in a simple, proven 
fact: wherever seat belt use has been required 
by law, the injury and fatality rate in motor 
vehicle accidents has dropped by a significant 
margin. Mandatory seat belt use has been 
enacted in nearly 20 nations, including Sweden, 
France, West Germany and Australia. Ontario 
has required seat belt use since January 1, 1976 
and in the U.S., more than half the states are 
preparing seat belt legislation. Clearly, it's a 
world-wide trend. 
Seat belts neededat high or low speeds. 
A common fallacy is the belief that seat belts 
are only helpful in high speed accidents. The 
fact is that accidents happen at all speeds... 
and at every speed, seat belts prevent injuries 
and deaths. The following chart is based on a 
Swedish study, which showed that at any 
speed, seat belts reduced injuries and deaths 
by about 50%. In the same study, involving 
28,000 accident records, it was determined 
that, not one person wearing a lap/shoulder 
belt was killed in accidents up to 60 miles per 
hour. Unbelted people, on the other hand, were 
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killed at speeds as low as 12 miles per hour. 
As the chart indicates, the chances of a serious 
accident are much greater at high speed :.. 
but, in fact, the total number of accidents is 
much greater at low speeds. The reason is that 
most driving takes place within towns and 
cities.., and this low-speed driving can be 
surprisingly hazardous. A recent survey indi- 
cated that 90% of traffic accidents happen at 
speeds of less than 30 miles per hour.., and 
that two thirds of all injuries and half of all 
fatalities occur at these low speeds. 
Most accidents take place within a short dist- 
ance of the driver's home. So "it's as important 
to buckle up for a trip to the supermarket 
as it is for a freeway run. 
Being "thrown clear" is no help. 
Some people believe that in an accident, 
they're better off being "thrown clear".., that 
the lack of a seat belt can save them from 
drowning or fire resulting from an accident. 
In truth, less than half of 1% of all injury- 
producing accidents are followed by fire or 
submersion.., and even in such an accident, 
a belted driver has a better chance of remain- 
ing conscious and being able to cope with 
the situation. 
In any accident, an unbelted car occupant 
becomesa flying object, susceptible to injury 
or death by being hurled against the dash- 
board, steering column or windshield.., or by 
being "thrown clear" of the car, against the 
pavement or into the path of an oncoming 
vehicle The weight of your body in motion 
can even kill or injure a fellow passenger- 
especially a child. 
Seat belts save lives and dollars. 
Last year in B:C., 630 people were killed in 
traffic accidents and thousands more injured, 
It's estimated that if only 50°/o.of car occupants 
in the province had used~eat belts during that 
period, there would have been 168 fewer 
deaths. There is no wayto fully assess the 
value of these lives, in either human or financial 
terms. However, it is possible to calculate the 
costs associated with traffic injuries. When 
hospital and medical costs, lost wages and 
costs relating to spinal injuries are totalled, the 
figure comes to $11,517,000 for the year 1976 
atone. There is no quest!on that increased seat 
belt use would drastically reduce the amount 
of human misery this figure represents. 
Buckling up is your responsibility. 
By any measure, seat belts work. They save 
lives, reduce injuries and save millions of 
dollars in public expense. But they only work if 
they're used.., by drivers and passengers... 
young and old.., in front and rear seats.., at 
high and low speeds. If your car has lap and 
shoulder belts, use both-your chances of 
avoiding injury are better. If you're the driver, 
make sure everyone in your car uses the 
belts available. 
The use of seat belts becomes mandatory in 
B,C. on October !st. Start buckling up today... 
and join the fight to make driving safer 
throughout our province. 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Energy, 
Transport and Communications 
B.C. 
BUCKLES UP 
OCTOBER 1 
For further information, write: 
Seat Belt Information Centre, 
Motor-Vehicle Bianch, Victoria, B.C, V8V 2H3 
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